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1.1 Foreword 
The research on organic electronics and the development of organic electronics industry is a hot topic of 
international concern. In 2000, the Nobel Prize in chemistry was awarded to Alan J.Heeger, Alan 
G．MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa for commending their significant contribution to conductive 
polymers and organic electronics. In the same year, Science magazine in the United States selected the 
progress of organic electronics as the one of the 10 major scientific and technological achievements.
1
 
Organic optoelectronic materials can be normally divided into three categories based on the conductive 
properties: organic insulators, organic semiconductors and organic conductors. Within them, organic 
semiconductors refer to a class of electrical conductivity between organic insulators and organic 
conductors. The conductivity of semiconductor is generally within 10
-10
 ~ 10
-2
 Ω / cm. The research on 
organic electronics focused on related semiconducting materials and devices. Rapid progress has been 
made in a variety of research areas including organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display technology, 
transistors, organic solar cells, organic memory, organic sensors and organic lasers.
2-31
 
This chapter starts from the discussion of three types of organic semiconductor materials: p-type 
semiconducting materials, n-type semiconducting materials and ambipolar semiconducting materials. 
Then, the photoluminescence process and electroluminescence process of organic semiconductor are 
discussed. Based on the discussio, the recent research progress in the application areas of organic light 
emitting transistors (OLETs) and optically pumped organic laser are introduced. At last, the potential of 
organic crystal as gain media for the electrically pumped laser is emphasized. 
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1.2 Organic semiconductors 
1.2.1 P-type, N-type and ambipolar semiconductors 
According to the carrier‘s type, semiconductor can be divided into three types: p-type semiconductor 
which can conduct positive charge (hole), n-type semiconductor which can conduct negative charge 
(electron) and ambipolar semiconductor which can conduct both hole and electron. The carrier‘s type is 
determined by the energy level of the molecule. Most of organic semiconductors to now exhibit only 
p-type semiconducting behavior such as acenes, fused thiophenes, oligothiophenes, rubrene, etc.
32-35
 
This is due to the molecule has a relatively high lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level but 
a suitable highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level, which induces a large electron injection 
barrier (see Fig. 1). As a result, electron is difficult to be injected through the electrode. As a comparison, 
n-type organic semiconductorsare much less compared with p-type semiconductorsdue ton-type 
semiconductorsare electron-deficient system. At present, normally used n-type semiconductors mainly 
include the C60, C70, TCNQ, ect, which is due to these molecules have a relatively low LUMO level and a 
very deep HOMO level. However, in the high performance electroluminescence process such as organic 
light emitting transistors (OLETs), ambipolar carrier‘s transport behavior is necessary. Thus, the design 
the ambipolar semiconductors is a hot topic in the current research.  
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Fig. 1Schematic diagram of large injection barrier for electrons. 
To achieve the ambipolar semiconducting behavior in the organic transistor devices, the selection of 
metallic electrodes are important. In order to reduce the carrier‘s injection barriers, the work function of 
the metallic electrode should match well with the HOMO or LUMO level of theorganic semiconductor. 
Table 1 shows the work function of normally used metallic electrodes. Here we should note that the 
metallic electrode with relatively small work function should be used for the electron injection and the 
metallic electrode with relatively large work function should be used for the hole injection. 
Table 1. Commonly used metal electrodes with their fermi-levels. 
Metal Fermi-level 
Au 5.1 eV 
Ag 4.2~4.5 eV 
Al 4.3 eV 
Cu 4.25 eV 
Mg 3.7 eV 
Ca 2.8 eV 
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Two strategies are normally used to realize the ambipolar carrier transport behavior. First strategy is to 
construct P/N junction. In this case, one p-type and one n-type semiconductors should be used as hole 
transport layer and electron transport layer, respectively. In 2010, Y. Zhang, et al developed organic 
single-crystalline p−n junction nanoribbons by selective crystallization of copper 
hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc, n-type) on copper phthalocyanine (CuPc, p-type) 
single-crystalline nanoribbons.
36
In this case, Au and Al electrodes were employed as hole injection 
electrode and electron injection electrode, respectively. Balanced ambipolar carriertransport behaviors 
with electron mobilities up to 0.05 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
and hole mobilitiesup to 0.07 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
was achieved. In 
electroluminescence process, electrons and holes are combined in the p/n junction, followed by forming 
the excitons and releasing the energy through the light. In 2011, K. Kajiwara, et al developed a light 
emitting filed-effect transistor consisting of bilayer-crystal organic semiconductors p/n junction by using 
2,5-bis(4-biphenylyl)thiophene14 (BP1T) as the p-type material and 
1,4-bis{5-[4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]thiophen-2-yl}benzene (AC5-CF3) as the n-type material.
37
In this 
case, symmetric Mg/Al alloys were employed as electron and hole injection electrodes. Electrically 
excited blue emission and optically excited green emission were achieved based on the BP1T/ 
AC5-CF3P/N junction.  
Second strategy of achieving the ambipolar carrier transportbehavior is to use ambipolar semiconductor 
which can achieve both hole and electron carrier transporton a single component material. Ambipolar 
organic semiconductor is a kind of special semiconducting material which can realize the conversion 
between the electron-transporting and hole-transporting by tuning the voltage of the gate electrode.Due 
to the combination of the n-type and p-type performance, it doesn‘t need todeposit p-type and n-type 
semiconductor layers respectively in the process of preparing complicated circuit, whichcan simplify the 
preparation technology of the device, improve the efficiency and reduce the cost.Therefore, ambipolar 
semiconductors have important practical value in the construction of some new devices, such as CMOS 
like invertor,
38
 organic light-emitting transistors (OLETs),sensors, etc.As the discussion above, most of 
organic semiconductors are unipolar p-type due to relatively high LUMO level. Comparing with unipolar 
materials, preparation of ambipolar organic materials meets big challenges.An ideal ambipolar 
semiconductor should possess a balanced p-type and n-type field effect properties.To decrease the 
LUMO level of the molecule, modifying the molecular structure is necessary. The most commonly used 
6 
 
method is to introduce the withdrawing electron groups such as –F, -Cl, -CN, etc.39-42M. Tang, et al 
detailedly investigated the carrier type with frontier molecular orbital energy levels in organic thin film 
transistors of functionalized acene derivatives. By introducing different amount or types of withdrawing 
electron groups to the molecular skeleton of acene derivatives, carrier‘s type was gradually modulated 
from p-type to ambipolar and at last arriving the n-type. As the Fig. 2 shows, more –F substituted groups 
give much deeper HOMO and LUMO. As a result, carrier transport behavior changes from the P-type 
to N-type.  
 
Fig. 2The change of energy level and carrier transport behavior with the increase the amount of –F 
substituted groups (Guassion/ DFT/ B3LYP/6-311G). 
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1.2.2 Plotoluminescence process 
Fig.3 shows the photoluminescence process of organic semiconductor. In the photoluminescence process, 
the electron-hole pair is produced by the photo excitation. In general, the semiconductor absorbs the 
energy from the ultraviolet-visible light, accompanied with the excitation of the electron from the ground 
state (HOMO) to the excited state (LUMO). When the electron comes back to the ground state and 
recombines with the hole, it will form the exciton and release the energy through the photons. Here we 
should note that the population distribution in the ground state is normally more than that in the excited 
state. As a result, organic semiconductor normally exhibits spontaneous fluorescence under the photo 
excitation. 
 
Fig. 3 Photoluminescence process of organic semiconductor. 
1.2.3 Electroluminescence process 
As the Fig. 1 shows, in the electroluminescence process, the electron is injected into the LUMO and the 
hole is injected into the HOMO from the electrodes, respectively. Due to the orbital distribution on the 
HOMO and LUMO of the molecule is partially overlapped. Thus, electron and hole can be recombined in 
the conductive process, accompanied by the formation of the exciton and the emission of photons. 
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1.3 Organic Light Emitting Transistors (OLETs) 
1.3.1 Host-guest doped emitter 
Organic light emitting transistor (OLET) employs the same device geometry with the organic transistor. 
The only difference is the semiconductor utilized in the OLET should exhibit high solid-state 
photoluminescence quantum yield so as to compensate the non-radiative process and self-absorption 
induced by the strong intermolecular interaction of solid state. However, organic materials normally 
exhibits high luminescence quantum yield in diluted solution but very weak luminescence in the solid 
state named aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect. As a result, development of semiconducting 
materials with high solid-state luminescence quantum yield and ambipolar carrier transport behavior is 
prerequisite to achieve the electroluminescence by employing the OLET device. 
As the discussion above, we know that organic materials normally exhibit low PL quantum yield in the 
solid state due to the strong intermolecular interactions. Thus, design of organic semiconducting 
materials with high PL quantum yield in the solid state is the first step towards the application in the 
optoelectronics. One classical method to avoid the aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect is to 
dope some guest molecules into the host solid. Guest molecules in the diluted state can accept energy 
from host through energy transfer process or carrier trap, which results in the enhancement of 
luminescence efficiency and the generation of different colors.
44-48
 
Energy transfer mechanismscan be divided into Förster energy transfer mechanism and Dexter energy 
transfer mechanism.
49, 50
Förster energy transfer is conductedfrom host to guest through dipole-dipole 
coupling.Förster energy transfer belongs to the non-radiative energy transfer with relativelylong 
distancein the range of30 ~ 100 Åbetween host molecule and guest molecule. Either donor or receptor, 
the transition from the ground state to the excited state must be spin-allowed transition.Therefore, Förster 
energy transfer only allows the energy transfer between the singlet and the singlet (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of Förster energy transfer process. 
Dexter energy transfer is an electron transfer process from host to guestbased on intermolecular energy 
orbital overlap. The distance from host to guest is relatively short and in the range of 6~20 Å. According 
to the Wigner-Witmer selection rule, Dexter energy transfer requires to meet the total spin conservation 
of donor and receptor.Thus, Dexter energy transfer allows energy transfer betweensinglet-singlet and 
triplet-triplet (see Fig. 5).  
In the single crystal based on small molecule semiconductor, the intermolecular distance between the 
host and guest is too long to achieve the Dexter energy transfer. Since our work is focus on small 
molecule crystalline materials, only Förster energy transfer is considered in our work.Ideal Förster 
energy transfer in the host/guest system should meet some criteria: 1. Guest shows high PL quantum 
yield in the diluted state. 2. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap of guest molecule should be smaller than 
that of host molecule. 3. Emission spectrum of the host crystal should be partially overlapped with 
absorption spectrum of the guest molecule. 4. Molecular size of the guest molecule should similar or 
smaller than that of the host molecule in order to avoid lattice mismatch in the co-crystal growth. 
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of Dexter energy transfer process. 
Here we take 1,3,6,8-tetramethylpyrene (TMPY)/perylene co-crystal reported by our lab in 2011 as an 
example to illustrate the host-guest doped emitter (see Fig. 6).
47
TMPY (host) and perylene (guest) exhibit 
similar molecular structure and size, which can efficiently avoid lattice mismatch and retain the single 
crystal structure of host. This was demonstrated by the single crystal structure and powder x-ray patterns. 
Based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation, the LUMO level of perylene is lower than 
that of TMPY but the HOMO level arrangement is opposite. This energy arrangement has two 
advantages: 1. In the photoluminescence process, the energy can be transferred from host to guest 
through Förster energy transfer process and excite the electron in guest molecules. So that guest 
molecules in the diluted state will be mainly responsible for the luminescence, which can efficiently 
avoid the aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect and enhance the solid state luminescence. 2. In the 
electroluminescence process, guest molecules can act as trap sites. Thus, the carriers can also be trapped 
in the guest orbital and recombined with hole to emit photons. In this work, the PL efficiency was 
enhanced from φ f< 1% of pure TMPY crystal to be as high asφ f = 78% of TMPY/perylene co-crystal. 
Moreover, amplified spontaneous emission was achieved by using TMPY/perylene co-crystal. 
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Fig. 6Molecular design of 1,3,6,8-tetramethylpyrene (TMPY)/perylene co-crystal. 
1.3.2 Aggregation-induced emission 
Although host/guest system can efficiently avoid aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect, some 
restrictions such as lattice mismatch and suitable energy level arrangements between host and guest 
propose challenges to the design of the host/guest systems. Compared with host/guest co-system which 
contains double components, the design of highly luminescent solid consisting of single component is 
doubtless to be a more simple and direct route. In 2001, an opposite effect to the aggregation-caused 
quenching (ACQ), named aggregation induced emission (AIE) was proposed by Tang‘s group in the 
Hongkong university of science and technology.
51-52
Studies found that AIE effect normally originates 
from the restriction of bond rotation in the aggregation state, which can reduce the nonradiative loss and 
result in the luminescence enhancement. AIE molecules possess unusual high luminescence in the solid 
state but hardly emissive in the solution state, which gives a promising strategy to design highly emissive 
molecular solid for optoelectronic and photonic 
applications.N,N-Dicyclohexyl-1,7-dibromo-3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic diimide (DDPD) is a 
typical ACQ molecule.
53
When DDPD is dissolved in the good solvent, diluted DDPD exhibits strong 
green luminescence. With the increase of the poor solvent (water), precipitates form and luminescence is 
quenched. Hexaphenylsilole (HPS) is a typicalAIE-active molecule.When HPS is dissolved in the good 
solvent, diluted HPS is almost non-luminescent. This is due to the intramolecular rotation in good solvent, 
which induces nonradiative relaxation and gives rise to weak emission. On the opposite, the restriction 
the rotation in aggregates can reduce nonradiative deactivation and give rise to high emission. 
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1.3.3 Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) 
Organic electroluminescence was firstly discovered by A. Bernanose et al.in 1950s. They precipitated 
acridine orange and quinacridone on the thin layer of cellulose, and realized the first electroluminescence 
phenomenon by applying the alternating current. In 1960, M. Pope‘s team at the University of New York, 
USA developed electron and hole injection electrodes based on organic crystal, which is the basis of all 
OLED devices. In 1963, Pope et al.firstly observed the electroluminescence phenomenon by applying 
the direct voltage of 400V on the pure anthracene or tetracene doped anthracene crystal. At that time, the 
negative electrode used is a small piece of silver electrode and the thickness of the single crystal used is 
only ca. 20 μm. Due to the driving voltage was too high, it did not attract much research interest. In 1965, 
they optimized the experimental conditions and found that in the absence of external electric field, 
theluminescence of anthracene crystal came from the recombination of electrons and holes.In the same 
year, W. Helfrich and W. G. Schneider improved the work of Pope and achieved the injection of hole and 
electron at the same time. Their research became a pioneer of the OLED device. 
In 1987, scientist C. W. Tang discovered the sandwich structure of the OLED device. It should be noted 
that the term ―OLED‖ was present at that time, which is used to refer to the sandwich structure with 
independent electron and hole transporting layers. Electrons and holes are injected and recombined to 
emitted photons in the emitting layer. He used 8-hydroxyquinoline aluminum (Alq3)as an electron 
transport material, aromatic diamine as a hole transport material.Low drive voltage, high brightness and 
high luminous efficiency were achieved. This work created a current era of OLED research. Since the 
90s of last century, OLED devices had undergone rapid development, its technology and performance 
have risen to a practical level to date. in the last ten years, OLED devices successfully stepped out of the 
laboratory towards the practical application.A lot of high-performance display device were created. 
The basic structure of the organic EL device belongs to a sandwich structure, that is, an organic thin film 
having semiconducting property is sandwiched by two electrodes from both sides. At least one side is a 
transparent electrode to allow the surface emission. Fig.7shows a typical OLED device structure. 
Transparent indium tin oxide(ITO) glass electrode is the general use of the anode. Then, a single or 
multi-layered organic functional film is prepared on the ITO electrode. For soluble polymermaterials, 
spin coating method is normally utilized for the preparation of the film.For organic small molecules or 
oligomers, vacuum evaporation method is normally utilized for the preparation of the film. Finally, 
13 
 
calcium, barium, aluminum, magnesium or other low work function metals are used as the cathode 
andare deposited on the organic film. Organic thin film device consisting of Hole transport layer (HTL), 
electron transport layer (ETL), and emitting layer (EML) is the most commonly used device 
structure.
54-60
 
 
Fig. 7 Typical sandwich structure of organic light emitting transistor (OLED). 
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1.3.4 Organic Light Emitting Transistors (OLETs) 
In recent years, a new type of organic optoelectronic device, organic light-emitting transistor (OLET) 
integrating the switch function of organic light emitting diodes (OLED) and luminous function of 
organic field effect transistor(OFET), shows great application values in the field of optical 
communication, flat panel display, solid-state lighting and laser, ect (see Fig 8). Different from the 
vertical structure of the OLED, OLET employs a planar structure, which provides a new perspective in 
studying the carrier injection, carrier transport, recombination of excitons and other physical processes, 
ect.The working mechanism of OLET is different from the traditional OLED.OLET has not only the 
luminous characteristics, but also the electrical characteristics of OFET.The working principle of OLET 
mainly consists of the following four processes: carrier injection, carrier transport, exciton 
formationfollowed by theluminescence. Upon the gate voltage, an electric field which is perpendicular 
to the conduction channel is formed. At this time, carriers are accumulated in the interface between the 
insulator and semiconductor. Followed by applying the source/drain voltage, holes and electrons are 
injected from the source and drain electrodes into the organic semiconducting layer (emitting layer), 
respectively. Holes and electrons recombine in the conducting layer and emit photons. The 
luminescence intensity and current density of the device can be modulated by adjusting the gate voltage. 
The performance of OLET is generally expressed by three parameters: field effect mobility, external 
quantum efficiency and the luminescence intensity. The field effect mobility is the average drift rate of 
the charge carriers in the unit electric field, which reflects the migration ability of holes or electrons in the 
semiconductor under different electric fields.External quantum efficiency refers to the percentage of the 
number of photons out of the total number of injected carriers, which reflects the ability ofOLET in the 
energy conversion fromelectric energy to light energy.Luminescence intensity is an important parameter 
to estimate the luminous strength of the device.According to the transport properties, OLET can be 
divided into unipolar OLET, ambipolar OLET and heterojunction (p/n junction) OLET. 
15 
 
 
Fig. 8Schematic diagram of functional integrated OLET. 
In order to achieve the high performance electroluminescence, high and balanced carrier mobility is the 
prerequisite.Here,p-type OFET is taken as an example to illustrate the working principle of the field 
effect transistor (see Fig. 9). OFET device consists of three electrodes: source electrode, drain electrode 
and gate electrode. When the voltage is not applied to the gate electrode, the organic semiconductor 
separates source and drain electrodes and the current between the source and drain electrodes is almost 
zero due to the low intrinsic conductivity of organic semiconductor.If a negative voltage is applied to the 
gate electrode, it will produce an electric field which is perpendicular to the Si-SiO2 interface.Under the 
electric field, the positive charge will move to the insulating layer, so that the surface of the SiO2 
insulating layer will accumulate positive charge (hole). The number of holes on the surface of the 
insulating layer gradually increases as the gate voltage increases towards the negative direction. When 
the gate voltage reaches a certain value VT (threshold voltage), the surface of the insulating layer 
accumulates enough holes. Therefore, when Vg>VT, the interface between the organic semiconducting 
layer and the insulating layer will accumulate enough holes and form the conductive channel. 
If a small bias voltage Vds is applied between the source and drain electrodes, the hole willinject into the 
organic layerand the hole will reach the surface of the insulating layer and gather under the effect of the 
gate voltage.A large number of holes gather to form the conduction channel, where the carriers 
16 
 
accumulate in the channel region (holes for p-type semiconductors) and move under Vds to form 
source-drain current Ids.Gate voltage Vgand source/drain voltage Vds determine the source/drain current 
Ids.At this time, the channel can be equivalent to be a linear resistor. Idsincreases with the increase of Vds, 
so that Ids and Vdshave a linear relationship.When Vds increases,Ids increases,the potential difference 
between the source/drain channelincreases and the thickness of the channel gradually decreases, the 
resistance of the channel increases. As a result, the increasing rate of Ids becomes slower with the 
increase of the Vds. Output curve gradually bends. When the Vds increases to a value of Vds> (Vg-VT), a 
high resistance area appears in the conductive channel.At this time, the increase of the Vds will fully 
engage in the high resistance area and Ids will be saturated and no change. The output curve becomes 
horizontal, which is called the saturatedregion.
61
 
 
Fig. 9The conductive mechanism of OFET. 
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The functional curves of the OFET are characterized by the transfercurve and the output curve.The 
transfer curve is the function of Ids as a function of the gate voltage Vg when the source-drain voltage Vds 
is a constant. The output curve is based on the modulation of the different gate voltage Vg, the 
source-drain Idshas a relationship with the source-drain voltage Vds. 
Therefore, the output curve of the device can be divided into linear and saturated regions.  
In the linear region: 
In the saturated region: 
In the FET measurements, we normally calculate the field effect mobility μ in the saturated region： 
L：the length of the channel; W: the width of the channel; Ci: the capacitance in the unit area of the 
insulating SiO2 layer. (Ci = ε/d, ε: the dielectric constant of the insulating layer; d: the thickness of the 
insulating layer). 
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1.4Organic laser based on organic single crystal 
1.4.1 Organic microlaser 
More than 50 years ago, people invented the laser for the first time. To date, the application of laser has 
entered a variety of aspects in people‘s life including science, medical, industrial processing and optical 
communications, etc. The 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Isamu Akasaki、Hiroshi Amano 
and Shuji Nakamura for commending their significant contribution to blue LED and GaN laser.
62,63
 The 
laser media has a wide range of sources and emission wavelengths of the laser light source have covered 
ultraviolet, visible and infrared band. Different energy levels and controllable pulse line width can meet 
different application requirement. Although the various types of laser have different structure and 
characteristics, the laser must have three basic elements: pumping source, amplifying (gain) media and 
resonator. The gain medium can be gas, liquid or solid. The gain media absorb the energy from the 
pumping source and achieve the population inversion. Through the stimulated emission, the light is 
amplified.The function of resonator is to achieve the feedback of the light, which determines the space of 
the emission spot and spectral coherence (see Fig. 10). 
 
Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the laser system. 
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The history of organic laser is almost as long as the history of the laser. Among various laser materials, 
small conjugated molecule and polymer play important role. Through long-term development, these 
materials have formed a rich system of organic laser materials. In 1960s, Schafer reported the first 
organic laser phenomenon by using highly fluorescent conjugated dye molecules in solution as the gain 
medium.
64
Since the emission spectrum of the organic dye lasers have a very wide tuning range in 
wavelength, it attracted wide attention. But the original organic dye lasers were designed to be 
cumbersome and solvent usedis toxic, which limits their widespread.In order to solve these problems, in 
1967, some scholars suggested that dyes were distributed into the solid polymer matrix so asto produced 
cheap, portable and simple organic laser device.
65
 But the commercialization of organic solid-state laser 
has not realized.There are several reasons:1. the stability of organic materials is relatively low due to 
inherent defects; 2. organic lasers normally use expensive pumping source (usually a pulsed).Thus, 
researchers had beentaking effort toimprove the optical stability of the dye and the polymer so as to 
reduce the threshold of the laser and looking for cheap alternative pumping sources.With the rapid 
development of organic light-emitting diodes, organic semiconductors servingas promising gain 
mediumto prepare low threshold organic solid-state laser devices have attracted extensive attention due 
to advantages of organic semiconducting materials such as wide spectral range, high optical stability, 
simple preparation, low price andportable features. 
1.4.2 Microcavity structures for organic microlasers 
In recent years, a type of novel solid-state gain medium—organic single crystals, have attracted much 
attention by scientists due to some unique advantages such as easy to prepare, low cost and highly 
flexible. Some organic materials exhibit very high thermostability. Based on this property, crystals are 
easy to be prepared by the physicalsublimation method under the vacuum or carrier gas transport.
66
 
Meanwhile, some organic materials exhibit good solubility in the commonly used organic solvents. In 
this case, crystals can be easily grown by the chemical methods such as slow evaporation, slow diffusion, 
etc. Especially for the chemical method, regular nanostructures can be easily controlled by changing the 
growing conditions such as the evaporating/diffusion rate, the concentration of the solution, etc. These 
regular nanostructures can be used as the natural cavity to supply the optical feedback for the laser 
output.
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Three types of microcavity structures are commonly used for organic microlasers. They are: Fabry–Pérot 
(FP) cavity, Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) cavity and Distributed feedback (DFB) cavity (see Fig. 
11).  
 
Fig. 11 The composition of the organic microlaser. 
The Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity is the simplest cavity, which is normally formed by microwires. Photons 
conduct waveguide propagation inside the microwire. Two tips of the microwire perform as two mirrors, 
which supply optical feedback by achieving total reflection. The working principle of the Whispering 
Gallery Mode (WGM) cavity is more complicated than Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity. Normally, WGM cavity 
is formed by microring or 2D microdisk. 2D microdisks can be different shapes as long as the total 
reflection can be achieved. The laser based on FP cavity and WGM cavity is normally observed from the 
tip or edge of the crystal due to the optical waveguide propagation properties. However, the laser from 
the distributed feedback cavity is formed from the surface of the crystal. In order to achieve the DSB 
cavity, grating structure should be made on the crystal surface. Inthe following paragraphs, we will take 
some examples to introduce the organic microcrystal laser. 
Normally, the property of the laser was characterized by two ways: 1. Amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE); 2. Stimulated emission. Amplified spontaneous emission is also called mirroless laser, which is 
due to the lack of the cavity for supplying the efficient optical feedback.Amplified spontaneous emission 
can be achieved by the pulsed laser excitation and gain medium. In 2009, Prof. Adachi‘s lab developed 
three distyrylbenzene (DSB)-based molecules (P3V2, CH3-P3V2 and P4V3). Distyrylbenzene 
(DSB)-based materials exhibit unusual high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield in the solid state. 
Especially for the P3V2 and CH3-P3V2, they show very high solid-state PL quantum yield >85%. The 
plate-like crystals of these materials were prepared by the physical vapor transport method.  The high 
quality ASE was achieved by using these crystals as the gain medium .
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In 2015, Prof. Fu‘s lab developed stimulated emission based on Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity consisting of 
P3V2 microwire and Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) cavity consisting of P3V2 micodisk.
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The 
microwire could be grown in the cyclohexane and the rhombus microdisk could be grown in the 
dichloromethane. The laser could only be observed on the two tips of the microwire. From the mapping 
of the electric field, photons could be well confined inside the microwire and two tips could be used for 
supplying the optical feedback for the laser output, which was a typical FP cavity. However, in the 
rhombus microdisk, the laser is formed in the two opposite angles (～75°). From the mapping of the 
electric field in the microdisk, total reflection was formed between the two opposite angles, which was a 
typical WGM cavity. 
In 2012, Prof. Sun‘s lab developed distributed feedback laser based on CH3-P3V2 plate-like crystal. In 
this work, very large size pate-like crystals were prepared by the PVT method. Duo to the crystal was 
very thin, it showed highly flexible performance. The grating structure was made on the surface of the 
crystal using photoresist. Remarkably, the laser was achieved in the flat surface and bending surface.
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1.5 The potential of organic single crystal as the gain medium for the 
electrically pumped organic laser 
Although optically pumped organic laser has been achieved several decades ago, electrically pumped 
laser based on the organic gain medium has not been realized to date. As the discussion above, we know 
that organic crystals can act as the natural gain medium for the solid state laser. Meanwhile, organic 
semiconductors exhibit good carrier transport behavior. Thus, organic light emitting transistors based on 
the organic single crystal turns to be a promising device structure for electrically pumped organic laser.  
The arrangement of transition dipole moments in the organiccrystal determines the optical waveguide 
properties. For small molecule semiconductors, molecular packing in the crystal isnormally approaching 
to be perpendicular to the crystal plane and the orientation of transition dipole moments is generally 
parallel to the molecular long axis, which leadsphotons emitted from each single molecule to form the 
total reflection with the crystal plane and confines the photons only emitted from the edge of the 
crystal. 
In 2009, Prof. Takenobu‘s lab developed a high-performance ambipolar light-emitting transistor (LET) 
based on a Bis(biphenylyl)terthiophene (BP3T) organic single crystal. BP3T crystal shows ambipolar 
carrier transport behavior and excellent optical waveguide edge emission. By using this device, a light 
confined edge emission and electrically pumped spectra gain narrowing was achieved.
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In the further research, Prof. Takenobu‘s lab tried to make different types of cavity based on the BP3T 
single crystal and further improved the performance of the devices. All these research demonstrate the 
potential of organic single crystal as the gain medium for the electrically pumped organic laser. 
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1.6 The research purpose of the thesis 
From the discussion above, we know that high solid state luminescence is the prerequisite for the 
optoelectronic applications. However, most of organic materials exhibit high luminescence in the 
diluted solution but suffer aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) effect in the aggregate state. The 
research purpose of my thesis is to introduce some strategies to avoid the ACQ effect and achieve the 
high solid state luminescence. Meanwhile, the potential of the materials on the application areas such 
as organic field effect transistor (OFET), organic light emitting transistor (OLET) and organic laser are 
also discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Luminescence enhancement in 
aDPh-BTBT/P2V2TTCo-crystal 
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2.1Design of the DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT co-single crystal 
As the discussion above, most of organic materials suffer aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) effect in 
the solid state, which significantly limit the development of organic crystals in the application of 
optoelectronic field. One possible way to avoid aggregation quenching is to dope some guest molecules 
into host crystal. In this case, guest can accept energy from host through energy transfer process and 
results in the enhancement of luminescence and generation of color change.
1-8
 The structural 
compatibility of host and guest molecules is critical to the quality of co-crystal growth. Poor structural 
compatibility always induces lattice mismatch and give poor crystallinity. On the other hand, energy 
transfer must meet one criteria thatthe absorption spectrum of guestmolecule must overlap the 
fluorescence spectrum of host crystal.Thus, guest molecule should have a smaller HOMO-LUMO 
energy gap than host molecule. 
Fig. 1 DFT-calculated (B3LYP/6-311G) energy level diagram and molecular orbitals of DPh-BTBT 
(host) and P2V2TT (guest) coupled with schematic of energy transfer process. 
To this end, we designed a a novel host/guest co-crystal composed of 2,7-Diphenyl[1]benzothieno- 
[3,2-b]benzothiophene (DPh-BTBT) as host and 2,5-bis(2-phenylethenyl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 
(P2V2TT) as guest (see Fig. 1). Both DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT exhibit linear molecular structure with 
similar molecular size, which effectively enhances the structural compatibility. From Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) calculation, we demonstrate P2V2TT has a smaller HOMO-LUMO energy gap than 
DPh-BTBT. 
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2.2 Optical studies 
DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT were synthesized referring to published procedures.
9,10
 Platelet crystals of 
DPh-BTBT and DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT were prepared by the physical vapour transport (PVT) method and 
ultrapure argon gas was used as carrier gas. In general, the mixture of host and guest materials were 
sufficiently ground and placed in the hottest region (320℃ out of the quartz tube), and the crystal growth 
proceeded within a narrow temperature range near its cold end. It should be noted that the doping ratio of 
guest in co-crystal is not related with initial ratio of host/guest mixture, which is due to the sublimation 
temperature has some difference between DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT (see Fig. 2-3). From TG/DTA 
measurements, we can find that DPh-BTBT has a higher melting point and sublimation point than 
P2V2TT. In this case, co-crystal with doping ratio up to ~1mol% P2V2TT in DPh-BTBT was achieved. 
 
Fig. 2 TG/DTA of DPh-BTBT. 
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Fig. 3 TG/DTA of P2V2TT 
 
Thus, we carefully estimated the doping ratio of co-crystal. The Beer–Lambert law is the basic theory to 
investigate the doping ratio of co-crystal. Normalized absorption spectra of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT in 
chloroform are shown in the Fig. 4. Maxima peaks of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT locate at 335 nm and 402 
nm, respectively.  
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Fig. 4 Absorption spectra of DPh-BTBT/donor (d) and P2V2TT/acceptor (a) in diluted 
chloroform. 
Based on Beer–Lambert law, absorption behaviors of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT at 335 nm (λa) and 402 
nm (λb) should observe two equations, respectively. In equations, A: absorbance of the solution, ε: the 
molar absorptivity of the absorber, c: the molar concentration of the solution. l: the distance the light 
travels through the cuvette (path length). Since the measurement is carried out in the same UV-Vis 
spectrometer, l and ε are constants. As a result, absorption (A) has a linear relationship with 
concentration (c). 
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Fig. 5 DPh-BTBT absorption changes with concentration in diluted chloroform. Inset: linear 
relationship at 335 nm. 
Fig. 6 P2V2TT absorption changes with concentration in diluted chloroform. Inset a: linear 
relationship at 335 nm; Inset b: linear relationship at 402 nm. 
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Following Beer–Lambert law, absorbance behaviors of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT in the chloroform 
observe linear relationship with concentration at 335 nm and 402 nm, respectively(see Fig. 5-6). As a 
result, we can calculate doping ratio through absorbance behavior of the co-crystal dissolved in 
chloroform. Here we take 0.4 mol% doped co-crystal as an example to show absorbance behavior of the 
co-crystal dissolved in chloroform(see Fig. 7). 
 
Fig. 7Absorption behaviour of 0.4 mol% P2V2TT doped co-crystal. 
As published crystal structure, DPh-BTBT exhibits typical herringbone stacking motif with edge 
to face interaction.
11
 Long axis of DPh-BTBT is approximately perpendicular to the crystal ab 
plane, which is critical to achieve self-waveguide structure. To investigate the structure of 
co-crystal, we measured powder XRD patterns of DPh-BTBT crystal and DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT 
co-crystal. Experimental PXRD data of DPh-BTBT is in good agreement with the data stimulated 
based on single crystal structure. Identical PXRD patterns of co-crystal and DPh-BTBT crystal 
illustrate that good molecular structure comparability of host and guest successfully avoids lattice 
mismatch in growing the co-crystal (see Fig 8). 
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Fig. 8PXRD patterns different crystalline samples. 
To investigate luminescent performance, we measured photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 
crystalline samples (see Fig 9). PL spectrum of pure DPh-BTBT crystal shows twomain emission 
peaks at 457 nm and 470 nm, respectively. With the increase of the doping ratio, PL spectra 
gradually red shift. Meanwhile, emission peaks of DPh-BTBT gradually decrease or quench 
coupled with two newpeaks near 500 nm and 530 nm increase. Pure host crystal shows a 
relatively low fluorescence with PL quantum efficiency up to 18%. Co-crystals show enhanced 
fluorescence with PL quantum yield 30±3%. All these demonstrate efficient energy transfer 
proceeds in the co-crystal.  
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Fig.9Normalized photoluminescence spectra of host crystal and co-crystal with 0.1, 0.4 and 
1 mol% guest in host. 
In addition, similar with host crystal, only strong emission could be observed from the edge of 
co-crystal (see Fig. 10). It is due to similar molecular structures of host and guest give similar 
environment of transition dipole alignment in co-crystal compared with host crystal. As a result, 
excellent self-waveguide structure is maintained in the co-crystal.  
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Fig.10Transition dipole alignment of DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal(a) and edge emission 
ofDPh-BTBTcrystal and P2V2TT doped crystal under 365 nm UV irradiation (b). 
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2.3 Theoretical studies on energy transfer performance 
The Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) between two molecules (host and guest) is 
an importantphysical phenomenon with considerable interest for the understanding of 
thepotential applications in optoelectronic device. FRET is a distance dependant non-radiative 
transfer of energy from an excited donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophorethrough 
long-range dipole-dipole interactions. Due to its sensitivity to distance, FRET has been used to 
investigate molecular levelinteractions.Förster distance R0 is an important parameter that 
evaluates the energy transfer performance between host and guest. The meaning of the Förster 
distance R0 is the distance at which the energy transfer efficiency is 50% (see Fig. 11). 
 
Fig.11Schematic diagram ofFörster distance R0. 
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On the other hand, the type of the transition dipole alignment is another important impact parameter for 
the energy transfer performance. The orientation factor k
2
 ranging from 0 to 4, which depends on the 
relative orientation of the transition dipoles of the energy donor (D) and the energy acceptor (A) in space, 
is one of the pivotal factors deciding the efficiency and directionality of resonance energy transfer (RET) 
in a D–A molecular system. If the orientation factor k2 is larger, it means the energy transfer performance 
should be better. It deserves to be mentioned that k
2
 is typically assumed to be 2/3 in the cases of 
amorphous films. Fig 12 shows the relationship between the orientation factor k
2
 and transition dipole 
moments of host and guest. If the orientation factor k
2
is larger, it means the energy transfer performance 
is better.
6
 
 
Fig. 12The relationship between the orientation factor k
2
 and transition dipole moments of host 
and guest.
 
Equation (1) gives the the orientation factor k
2
: 
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To evaluate energy transfer performance, we calculated energy transfer efficiency ɸET and Förster 
distance R0. The quantitation of resonance energy transfer (RET) can be made in different ways. One 
forthright way is to observe the fluorescence spectra of donor-acceptor (host-guest) pair. Due to RET can 
induce a decrease in fluorescence of donor, meanwhile, an increase in fluorescence of acceptor, a ratio 
quantification of two signal changes can be made. Another alternative way is to measure the fluorescence 
lifetime of donor presence or absence of acceptor due to RET can decrease the lifetime of donor. As the 
former can give much information about the interaction between donor-acceptor pair and critical 
influences on RET, we quantified the energy transfer efficiency ɸETby the former method.
6
 
Equation (2) gives the energy transfer efficiency ɸET. 
where ID(apparent) and IA(apparent) are the integrated areas of donor emission band and acceptor emission band. 
ɸFL(D) is the PL quantum efficiency of pure host crystal, which is 18%. ɸFL(A) is the PL quantum efficiency 
of co-crystal at almost complete energy transfer achieves, which is 31%.  
Equation (3) gives the distance from host to guest. 
where NG is the quantity of guest molecules in a unit volum of host crystal, which is in proportion to the 
doping ratio D. As published DPh-BTBT crystal structure,
11
 unit cell volume V = 0.9211 nm
3
, Z = 2. As a 
result, NG can be calculated by the equation (4). 
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Förster distance R0 could be calculated by the equation (5) 
In order to evaluate RET performance of DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal, we compared it with 
DSB/Tc, DSB/Pc crystals and films of proceeding reports (see Table 1).
6
 RET performance is 
significantly influenced by the transition dipole alignment between donor and acceptor, which is 
given by the orientation factor k
2
. In the DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc crystals, transition dipole moments 
between donor and acceptor are nearly perpendicular each other, k
2
 is very small and sensitive to 
the angles variation between transition dipole moments of donor and acceptor, corresponding 
Förster distance R0 are 1.3-1.5 nm, 1.4-1.7 nm, respectively. In the DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc films, 
transition dipole arrangement between donor and acceptor is random, k
2
 can be assumed to be 2/3 
and corresponding R0 are 2.8-4.4 nm, 2.8-4.3 nm. respectively. In the DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT 
crystal, transition dipole moments between host and guest are nearly parallel each other, k
2
 can be 
assumed to be 1 and corresponding R0 is 2.3-4.0 nm. The Förster distance R0 of 
DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal is comparable with those in DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc films but evidently 
longer than those in DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc crystals. Also, the doping ratio at almost complete 
energy transfer in DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal is comparable with those in DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc 
films (ca. 100/1, mol ratio of host/guest) but evidently lower than those inDSB/Tc (14/1) and 
DSB/Pc (13/1). It can be attributed to theorientation factor k
2
 in DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal is 
close to those in DSB/Tc and DSB/Pc films but evidently larger than those in DSB/Tc and 
DSB/Pc crystals. All these illustrate that DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal shows more favorable 
energy transfer performance than DSB/Tc or DSB/Pc crystals. But it seems to be a contradiction 
from a slightly larger orientation factor k
2
 but smaller Förster distance R0 in DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT 
crystal compared with DSB/Tc or DSB/Pc films. In order to make clear this contradiction, we 
consider to estimate the Förster distance R0of DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal from DSB/Tc film. 
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Table. 1 Mol ratio at nearly complete energy transfer (D), nearly complete energy transfer 
efficiency (ɸET), Förster distance (R0) of DSB/Tc crystal and film, DSB/Pc crystal and film,
6
 
and DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal 
Co-system D ɸET R0 
DSB/Tc crystal 14/1 75.5% 1.3-1.4 
DSB/Tc film 13/1 91.9% 1.4-1.7 
DSB/Pc crystal 100/1 52.3% 2.8-4.4 
DSB/Pc film 60/1 81.3% 2.8-4.3 
DPh-BTBT/P2V2T 
crystal 
100/1 47.7% 2.3-4.0 
 
Equation (6) gives the relationship between orientation factor k
2 
and Förster distance R0.
12
 
where ɸFL(D) is the PL quantum efficiency of pure host crystal. ɸFL(DPh-BTBT)is 18% and ɸFL(DSB) is 
65%. ɸFL(DPh-BTBT)/ɸFL(DSB) can be assumed to be 0.18/0.65 (~0.28). k
2
(crystal)/k
2
(film) (crystal: 
DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT; film: DSB/Tc)can be assumed to be 1/(2/3) (1.5). As a result that the ratio 
of R0(crystal)/R0(film) can be simplified to be equation (7). 
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where J expresses the degree of spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor 
absorbance. In order to make RET occur, one criteria that must be satisfied is that the absorption 
spectrum of the acceptor must overlap the fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor (see Fig 
13), the degree of overlap is referred to as the spectral overlap integral (J).  
Fig. 13Spectral overlap between emission spectrum of DPh-BTBT crystal (host) and absorption 
spectrum of P2V2TT in the diluted chloroform (guest). 
We can find the overlap between emission spectrum of DPh-BTBT and absorption spectrum of 
P2V2TT is not efficient. As Tetracene (Tc) has a smaller HOMO-LUMO energy gap than 
P2V2TT, which can be certificated by the DFT calculation, the fluorescence spectra of  Tc in 
chloroform
13
 locates in wavelength a little bit longer than that of P2V2TT in the chloroform. 
DPh-BTBT and DSB crystals exhibit quite similar PL spectra which contains two main peaks at 
ca. 450 nm and 470 nm and a slightly shoulder peak at ca. 500 nm. So the overlap degree in 
DSB/Tc system is much more efficient than that in the DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT system. By 
comparison, we can estimate the spectral overlap integral (J) in DSB/Tc system is 3~4 times 
larger than that in DPh- BTBT/P2V2TT system. Then [J(crystal) /J(film)]
1/6
can be estimated to be ca. 0.8. 
n is  the refractive index of medium. Considering the n(crystal)/n(film)will not have a large influence on the 
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calculation result, R0(crystal) /R0(film)should be less than 1.From the analysis above, we can conclude that 
even DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal has a larger k
2 
than DSB/Tc film, small ɸFL(D)and J play 
unfavourable influences on the RET and result in a relatively smaller R0 than DSB/Tc film. Also 
we can explain the relatively low energy transfer efficiency ɸETof DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal by 
the equation (1). By comparison with DSB/Tc crystal and film,
10
 DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal exhibits a 
comparable ID(apparent)/IA(apparent) ratio. Thus ɸETis mainly determined by the ɸFL(A)/ɸFL(D)ratio. As 
DPh-BTBT crystal suffers aggregation quenching with a low ɸFL(D) 18% but P3V2 crystal exhibits very 
high ɸFL(D)65%, it must induce a large ɸFL(A)/ ɸFL(D)ratio and give a low ɸET in the case of the 
DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal. 
In addition, DPh-BTBT and DSB crystals exhibit excellent self-waveguide edge emission, which is 
attributed to nearly perpendicular transition dipole alignment between the transition dipole moments and 
crystal plane. After introducing some Tc or Pc molecules into DSB crystal, face emission was induced. 
That is because the orientation of transition dipole moment is along the long axis of DSB molecule but 
the short axis of Tc and Pc molecules. The nearly perpendicular transition dipole alignment between DSB 
and Tc or Pc destroyed self-waveguide structure and induced the scattering of photons from crystal 
surface. However, both of transition dipole moments of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT molecules are along the 
long axis of molecules and similar molecular sizes of DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT successfully avoid the 
lattice mismatching in the crystal. As a result, parallel transition dipole alignment was achieved in the 
DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT crystal, which retained the self-waveguide structure of pure DPh-BTBT crystal and 
exhibited excellent optical waveguide edge emission with different luminescent color. 
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2.4Carrier transport studies 
In the host/guest co-crystal, the type of the carrier is determined by the host. Based on the single crystal 
structure, DPh-BTBT exhibits typical herringbone stacking motif with face to edge intermolecular 
interactions. This type of stacking motif shows anisotropic intermolecular interactions. Thus, it is 
reasonable that it will not induce a large impact on the carrier transport mobility at low doping ratio. In 
order to clarify the carrier transport behavior, we conducted the field effect transistor (FET) measurement 
based on the DPh-BTBT single crystal. The SC-FETs employ the top contact/bottom gate 
configuration (see Fig. 14). For minimizing electron traps at the interface between the gate 
electrode and organic semiconductor, the octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) buffer layer was coated 
on the SiO2 surface by immersing the silicon wafer into the toluene solution containing OTS for 
two days at room temperature. A thin CNP2V2TT single crystal was laminated on the substrate 
by electrostatic adhesion. Au and Ca were employed as hole and electron injection electrodes 
with thickness of 50 nm. FET measurements were conducted in the glovebox. 
 
Fig. 14Schematic representation of the SC-FET and optical photomicrographs of the SC-FET 
devices. 
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Fig. 15 shows the transfercharacteristics of the single crystal FET device. Only in the range of the 
negative gate voltage,DPh-BTBT crystal shows carrier transport behavior. These observations illustrate 
that DPh-BTBT shows unipolar P-type carrier transport behavior even the usage of Ca as the electron 
injection electrode.Due to DPh-BTBT crystal exhibits anisotropic intermolecular interactions. We make 
use of umbrella-like shadow mask to deposit the conductive channels with different directions. The result 
shows that the hole mobility μhis up to 0.042 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
. 
 
Fig. 15Transfercharacteristics of the single crystal FET device. 
Fig. 16 shows the output characteristics of the single crystal FET device.The superlinear currentat high 
Vd indicates no injection of opposite charge carriers. The output curve also demonstrate the DPh-BTBT 
crystal shows unipolar (P-type) carrier transport. 
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Fig. 16Output characteristics of the single crystal FET device. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
A novel DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT co-crystal with parallel transition dipole alignment between host and guest 
was developed. By comparison with DSB/Pc and DSB/Tc crystals and films, the parallel transition dipole 
alignment between host and guest were demonstrated toconduct more favorable energy transfer 
performance than the perpendicular transition dipole alignment. Efficient energy transfer from weakly 
luminescent host crystal to highly luminescent guest molecules effectively improved aggregation 
quenching and enhanced PL quantum efficiency from 18% to30±3%. Moreover, DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT 
co-crystal retained the self-waveguide structure of pure DPh-BTBT crystal and exhibited optical 
waveguide edge emission. All these suggestthe host/guest system is a good strategy to design highly 
luminescent molecular solid towards the applications in the optoelectronic field. 
However, there are some inadequacies in this host/guest co-crystal system. The high doping ratio is 
difficult to achieve duo to different sublimation temperature of the host and guest. We think that this is 
duo to the difference of molecular weight on DPh-BTBT and P2V2TT is relatively large. As a result, we 
could not demonstrate the PL quantum yield of co-crystal at the high doping ratio. On the other hand, 
DPh-BTBT single crystal only shows P-type semiconducting behavior even that Ca is used as the 
electron injection electrode. To achieve the organic light emitting transistor (OLET), the ambipolar 
carrier transportbehavior is necessary. To summary, the host/guest co-crystal with ambipolar carrier 
transport behavior proposes much restriction on the strategy of design. Thus, to search the strategy on 
designing the highly luminescent organic single crystal consisting of single component seems to be more 
simplified to modulate the energy level and achieve the ambipolar carrier transport. Thus, the 
development of novel organic crystal which shows aggregation-induced emission (AIE) and ambipolar 
carrier transport behavior in the future work. 
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Chapter 3 
A highly emissive 
distyrylthieno[3,2-b]thiophene based 
red luminescent organic single 
crystal:Aggregation induced 
emissionand Balanced ambipolar 
carrier transport 
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3.1Foreword 
Development of highly emissive materials in the solid state is a crucial prerequisite for optoelectronic 
and photonic devices and has become a hot topic of scientific research in the past decades.
1-3
 In RGB (red, 
green, blue) luminescence, photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield of red color is normally much lower 
than that of blue and green colors. Red luminescence comes from the luminophor with a narrow 
HOMO-LUMO energy gap, which is easy to result in non-radiative recombination of excitons (see Fig. 
1). On the other hand, significant aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect also renders the red 
luminophor weakly emissive. An opposite effect named aggregation induced emission (AIE) was found 
by Tang group.
4
 AIE effect originates from the restriction of bond rotation in the aggregation state, which 
can reduce the nonradiative loss and result in the luminescence enhancement.
5,6
AIE molecules possess 
unusual high luminescence in the solid state but hardly emissive in the solution state, which gives a 
promising strategy to design highly emissive molecular solid for optoelectronic and photonic 
applications.  
 
Fig. 1The energy level arrangement of RGB luminophor. 
Recently, the single crystal (SC) of linear π-conjugated organic molecule attracts much attention due to 
its distinct merits such as few grain boundaries and defects which contribute to achieve good charge 
transport performance.
7,8
 In addition, some single crystals based on linear π-conjugated organic molecule 
exhibitoptical waveguide edge emission, which is determined by the well-defined transition dipole 
alignment in the crystal.
9-12
Unlike amorphous materials, organic single crystals exhibit various regular 
intermolecular aggregation manners such as H-aggregate or J-aggregate. It is well known that organic 
crystal exhibitsdistinctive shift in absorption spectrum and emission spectrum depending on the 
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aggregation manner which characterizing transition dipole alignment in the crystal.
13-16
Fig. 2 gives the 
relationship between intermolecular vibronic coupling and emission property in the solid state. 
Therefore, small change in aggregation manner can induce large difference in optical properties of 
organic single crystal, which gives a unique horizon to modulate optical properties of organic single 
crystal by careful design of molecular features. For instance, in the amorphous materials, the 
intermolecular interaction is very weak. Thus, the optical property is similar to the single molecule in 
the diluted solution. The typical herringbone stacking motif forms moderate H-aggregate. According to 
the Kasha model (see Fig. 3),
28
 the interaction of the intermolecular transition dipole moments will 
induce the splitting of the lowest excited state. In the H-aggregate, the transition of the ground state to 
the lower one of the excited state is optically transition forbidden. Thus, it needs more energy to excite 
the molecule, which will induce the blue shift in the absorbance against that of the single molecule. On 
the contrary, the H-aggregate could cause more energy loss due to the transition dipole interaction. 
Thus, the emission spectrum will show some red shift against that of the single molecule. In the ideal 
π-stack motif, the transition dipole interaction is too strong, which will induce the excimer emission 
(larger red shift in emission against that of herringbone stacking motif). If the neighboring molecules 
form a pitch angle along the long axis of the molecule, it could reduce the transition dipole interaction 
and form J-aggregate (brickstone stacking motif). In this case, the transition from the ground state to 
the lower one of the excited state is optically allowed. Thus, optical property of the J-aggregate is 
similar with the single molecule state. 
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Fig. 2The relationship between intermolecular vibronic coupling and emission property in the 
solid state 
 
Fig. 3The Kasha model for exitonic coupling. 
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3.2 Strategy 
An effective route to modulate aggregation manner is to introduce cyano groups into molecular skeleton. 
Cyano groups can form C-H···N hydrogen bonding which can effectively change the typical herringbone 
stacking motif of organic single crystal. To date, some researches introduce cyano-substitution into the 
vinylene unit or the terminal phenyls of molecular skeleton, giving rise to different aggregation manners, 
have been reported.
17-20
 To the best of our knowledge, highly emissive red-emitting materials with 
confined emitting properties for optoelectronic devices are very limited. 
In this work, we select P2V2TT as a model compound. Due to P2V2TT shows has a relatively small 
HOMO-LUMO energy gap and shows yellow solid state luminescence. In order to achieve the highly 
efficient face to face π-π stacking, we introduce two cyano-substitution through Schiff base reaction. 
There are two functions of cyano groups: 1. The introduction of intermolecular interaction; 2. Cyano 
groups are strong withdrawing electron groups, which can significantly lower the LUMO level so as to 
reduce the electron injection barrier. Based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation, we 
demonstrate CNP2V2TT has a smaller HOMO-LUMO energy gap than the P2V2TT (see Fig. 4). 
 
Fig. 4DFT calculation (Gaussian/6-311G basis) of HOMO/LUMO levels of P2V2TT and 
CNP2V2TT. 
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3.3Experimental section 
 
Scheme. 1 Synthetic route of CNP2V2TT. 
The synthetic route of CNP2V2TT molecule is shown as scheme 1. To a solution of thieno[3, 
2-b]thiophene1 (0.56 g, 4 mmol) and in dry Et2O 50 mL, n-butyl lithium in n-hexane (6 mL, 10 mmol, 
1.6 M) was added dropwise underan argon atmosphere at 0 °C. Thestirring was continued for 2 h and 
subsequently DMF (~ 1 ml, 13 mmol) was added and stirred for additional 1 day at ambient temperature. 
The solution wasquenched with diluted aqueous HClunder vigorous stirring. The precipitate was filtered 
and dried to give a yellow solid 2 (354 mg, 1.8 mmol, yield 45%), which was practically pure and can be 
used to the next reaction. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ8.01 (s, 2H,Ar-H), 10.05 (s,2H, CHO); 
CNP2V2TT was synthesized via Knoevenagel condensation. To a solution of compound 2 (100 mg, 0.5 
mmol) and benzylcyanide (113mg, 1.1 mmol) in 20 ml THF, a solvent of potassium tert-butoxide 
(1mg/ml) in 20 ml tert-butoxide was added dropwise within 5min,then 4 drops (~ 0.2 ml) of  
tetra-n-butylammonium hydroxide(1M in methanol) were added. The mixture stirred at ambient 
temperature for 10 h. Theorange precipitate was collected by filtration and washed with methanol. The 
material was further purifiedby three sublimations to afford CNP2V2TT as a red solid (36 mg, 0.076 
mmol, yield 18%). CNP2V2TT exhibits poor solubility in commonly used organic solvent. Anal. Calcd 
for C24H14N2S2: C, 73.07; H, 3.58. N, 7.10; Found:C, 72.94; H 3.91, N 7.08. 
Thin platelet crystals of CNP2V2TT were grown by physical vapor transport (PVT) method. Ultrapure 
argon was used as the carrier gas. TG/DTA measurement exhibits high heat stability of 
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CNP2V2TTcrystal over 350 °C (see Fig. 5).To growhigh quality crystals, different temperature zones 
were used. The high temperaturezone (330 °C) was used as the sublimating region,while the low 
temperature zone (250 °C) was used for crystal growth.  
Fig. 5TG/DTA measurements of CNP2V2TT. 
Optical absorption spectrum in diluted solution was measured using Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrometer. 
We obtained absorption spectrum of CNP2V2TT crystal by transforming diffuse reflection spectrum of 
CNP2V2TT microcrystal doped BaSO4 film measured on the Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrometer coupled 
with an integrating sphere. In details, BaSO4 was used as 100% reflection standard, which was filled into 
the sample cell and compressed. Then several milligrams of platelet CNP2V2TT crystals obtained by 
PVT method were carefully grinded with a suitable amount of BaSO4 in order to make CNP2V2TT 
microcrystals homogeneously distributed in BaSO4 and compressed into a thin film on the BaSO4 
substrate. By integrating sphere, we could measure diffuse reflection spectrum of the sample and then 
transform it into absorption spectrum.Fluorescencespectra in the diluted state were measured on a 
JASCO FP-8300 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra in the solid state and absolute quantum 
efficiencies weremeasured by a photon-counting method using an integration sphere (C9920-2, 
Hamamatsu Co.,Japan). Singlecrystals were grown by a physicalvapor transport (PVT) method under 
argon gas atmosphereusing a separation temperature controller (AMF-9P-III, 
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ASAHIRIKA).Single-crystal crystallographic data were collected on a Rigaku Saturn70 CCD 
diffractometer with graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ= 0.71075 Å) produced using a 
VariMax micro-focus X-ray rotatinganode source at 93 K. PXRD measurements were performed at room 
T in air on a BRUKER D2 PHASER.Elemental analysis was measured on J-SCIENCE Lab JM-10 and 
YANAKOHNS-ah/HSU-20 in Research and Analytical Center for Giant Molecules, Tohoku University. 
The TGA analyses were performed on a SHIMADZU DTG-60H instrument at 10 °C min
-1
 under a 
nitrogen atmosphere. The FET transport characteristics were carried out inside a N2-filled glove 
box by using an Agilent Technology B1500A semiconductor parameter analyzer.  
3.4 Optical properties 
Optical properties of CNP2V2TT were characterized in solution and solid states, respectively (see Fig. 6). 
The absorption peakof CNP2V2TT molecule in the solution locates at 423 nm. The absorption peak of 
CNP2V2TT microcrystals doped BaSO4 film exhibits an obvious blue shift, which locates at 400 nm. 
CNP2V2TT exhibits twisted molecular conformation in the diluted solution while coplanar molecular 
conformation in the CNP2V2TT microcrystal doped BaSO4 film based on single crystal structure. 
According to excitonic coupling in dimmers,in H-aggregate case, the lower one of two excited states 
to the ground state is optically transition forbidden, which means more excitationenergy is demanded for 
the absorption of crystal against single molecule (see inset of Fig. 6). 
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Fig.6 Normallized absorption and emission spectra of CNP2V2TT in chloroform (dashed line) and 
solid state (solid line). 
Here we can consider that the differences between absorption spectra of the CNP2V2TT microcrystal 
doped BaSO4 film and diluted solution may originate from two reasons: different molecular 
conformation and/or different aggregation manners. To clarify the reason, we calculated UV-Vis spectra 
of CNP2V2TT molecule in diluted solution and single crystal respectively by TD-DFT method (see 
Fig.7-8). From calculated results, we can find CNP2V2TT molecule exhibits almost same excitation 
energy in diluted solution and single crystal, which theoretically demonstrates that this difference mainly 
originates from the different aggregation manners of CNP2V2TT molecule between the diluted solution 
(single molecule state) and single crystal (H-aggregate). Emission spectrum of CNP2V2TT in solution is 
accompanied with vibronic structure and two clear emission peaks at 491 nm and 528 nm can be 
observed. However, emission spectrum of CNP2V2TT crystal shows unstructured and emission peak 
locates at 645 nm. Compared with the highest emission peak in the solution state (491 nm),emission peak 
of CNP2V2TT crystal exhibits a strong bathochromic (red) shift over 0.6 eVagainst solution, which is 
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obviously larger by comparison with that in typical herringbone like aggregate. 
 
Fig. 7 UV-Vis spectrum for the molecule conformation of single molecule calculated using 
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) at B3LYP/6-311G basis set. 
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Fig. 8 UV-Vis spectrum for the molecule conformation of solid state calculated using 
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) at B3LYP/6-311G basis set 
Emission spectrum of CNP2V2TT in solution was accompanied with vibronic structure and two clear 
emission peaks at 491 nm and 528 nm were observed. However, emission spectrum of CNP2V2TT 
crystal is unstructured and emission peak locates at 645 nm. Compared with the highest emission peak in 
the solution state (491 nm),emission peak of CNP2V2TT crystal exhibits a strong bathochromic (red) 
shift over 0.6 eVagainst solution, which is obviously larger by comparison with that in typical 
herringbone like aggregate. Clear red edge emission can be observed fromphotoluminescent image of 
CNP2V2TT crystal under 365 nm UV light (see Fig. 9(d)). In solution, CNP2V2TT shows a very low PL 
quantum yield less than 1%. In contrast, CNP2V2TT crystal exhibits strong aggregation-induced 
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emission (AIE) with a very high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield up to 37%. This 
photoluminescence enhancement is similar with other twistedconjugated molecules, such as 
CNDPDSB,
21
 CNDSB,
 22
 which show very low luminescence in solution but strongly enhanced emission 
in the solid state. In the diluted state, CNP2V2TT molecule exhibits a twisted conformation (see Fig 9(a)). 
In the single crystal, the tight intermolecular packing in the solid state restricts the bond rotation and 
gives rise to nearly planar molecular conformation (see Fig. 9(b)), which plays a crucial role to the 
aggregation induced emission (AIE) behavior. 
 
Fig.9Molecular conformation in the diluted solution calculated by the Gaussian 09 packge 
25
 (a) 
and very weak luminescence from diluted chloroform under 365 nm UV lamp (c). Molecular 
conformation in the single crystal (b) and clear edge emission from the single crystal (d). 
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3.5Structure analysis 
For a better understanding of optical properties, single crystal structure of CNP2V2TT was 
measured. CNP2V2TT crystal shows triclinic lattice with P-1 space group. Cell parameters are: a 
= 3.832(5) Å, b = 5.947(6) Å, c = 20.569(19) Å, α = 76.44(5)°, β = 84.88(5)°, γ = 84.96(4)° and Z 
= 1. CNP2V2TT exhibits nearly planar molecular conformation andmolecules stack into a 
slipped column by efficient face to face π-π interaction with a short inter-plane distance of 3.47 Å 
(see Fig. 11(c)). As cyano groups are introduced, strong N···H-C hydrogen bonds (red dotted 
lines) forms between the cyano group and two hydrogen atoms fromthe vinylene unit and the 
terminal phenyls of the neighboring molecule, resulting in uniaxially oriented molecular packing. 
Fig 11(a) shows CNP2V2TT crystal image under white light. From the inset of and Fig 11(a), we 
can find crystal grow exhibits a tendency to form rhomboid shape, which matches well with the 
perspective view of molecular packing in the CNP2V2TT crystal from the top ab-plane (see Fig 
11(b)). The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of the solid samples is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig.10PXRD patterns of the predicting data based on single crystal (bottom) and the 
experimental data(top). 
Here we consider the origin of large Stokes shift and edge emission from the structural feature of 
CNP2V2TT crystal. The angle between the molecular long axis of CNP2V2TT and ab-plane is 
75.2° (see Fig. 11(d)). Based on Time-Dependent Density Fuctional Theory (TDDFT), the 
transition dipole moment of CNP2V2TT molecule is identified to be nearly parallel to the long 
axis of the molecule.
22-24
 Thus it is reasonable that the angle θ between the transition dipole 
moment of CNP2V2TT molecule and crystal ab-plane is ca. 75.2°, which indicates the transition 
dipole moments are nearly perpendicular to the crystal ab plane. Schematic representation of 
traveling direction of light is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 11(d). Waveguide behavior in the 
organic single crystal is determined by transition dipole alignment in the crystal. Because 
traveling direction of light is perpendicular to direction of transition dipole moment, by 
considering Snell‘s law and typical refractive index of organic crystals (n = 1.5), as a result 
critical angle (θc) at the crystal/air interface is ca. 41.8°. Thus, this crystal meets the criteria for 
the total reflection because α > θc, thereby limiting photons emitted from the edge of the crystal. 
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According to the simplified Kasha point-dipole model for excitonic coupling in dimmers,
14,16
 it 
regards no excitonic splitting occurs when θ = 54.7° called ‗magic angle‘, at which electrical 
dipole-dipole interaction becomes zero. So it is traditionally regarded that H-aggregate forms 
when θ is larger than 54.7° while J-aggregate forms when θ is smaller than 54.7°. In the 
CNP2V2TT crystal, the angle θ is much larger than 54.7°, which definitively inducesefficient 
excitonic splitting, giving rise to H-type aggregate. Then considering unstructured emission 
spectrum which originates from the vibronic coupling between efficient intermolecular π-π 
stacking,
16
 we can conclude that unusual large bathochromic (red) shift in emission from crystal 
against solution contributes to achieve high quality red luminescence, which is due to some degree of 
excimeric contributions although crystal exhibits some degree of slipped stack motif.
26,27 
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Fig. 11 CNP2V2TT crystal under white light (a). Crystal structures of CNP2V2TT on the 
ab-plane (b). Side view and the illustration of intermolecular π-π stacking (c). Side view of 
intermolecular interactions (red dotted line represents the hydrogen bonding; blue plane 
represents the ab-plane; yellow plane represents the molecular plane of CNP2V2TT) (d). 
Inset: the illustration of transition dipole alignment and photons transport pathway in the 
crystal. 
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3.6 Carrier transport studies 
In organic semiconductors, charge carriers transport along molecular π-orbitals. Thus overlap 
degree of molecular orbitals (electronic coupling) significantly impact charge transport of 
organic semiconductors. H-aggregates with ideal π-stack exhibit efficient electronic coupling and 
thus it is reasonable that charge transport properties can be effectively improved along the 
molecular packing direction. For clarifying the charge transport properties of the CNP2V2TT 
crystal, we fabricated the single crystal FET devices (SC-FETs). The SC-FETs employ the top 
contact/bottom gate configuration (see Fig. 12(b)). For minimizing electron traps at the interface 
between the gate electrode and organic semiconductor, the octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) buffer 
layer was coated on the SiO2 surface by immersing the silicon wafer into the toluene solution 
containing OTS for two days at room temperature.  
 
Fig. 12DFT-calculated (B3LYP/6-311G) molecular orbitals and HOMO/LUMO levels (a). 
Schematic representation of the SC-FET ( b). Optical photomicrographs of the SC-FET devices 
(c). 
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A thin CNP2V2TT single crystal was laminated on the substrate by electrostatic adhesion. Au 
and Ca were employed as hole and electron injection electrodes with thickness of 50 nm. FET 
measurements were conducted in the glovebox. As structure analysis, molecular packing is along 
the a-axis. Thus it is reasonable to make the conduction channel along the a-axis (between 
parallel orientation to the short edge and perpendicular orientation to the long edge of 
rhomboid-shape crystal, as shown in Fig. 12(c)). Comparing work function of Au (5.1eV) and Ca 
(2.87eV) with HOMO/LUMO level of CNP2V2TT calculated by the DFT method (see Fig 11(a)), 
the Schottky barrier for electron injection is slightly smaller than the hole injection. Fig 13 
illustrates the transfer characteristics of CNP2V2TT single crystal device at various source-drain 
voltages (Vds). As predicted, typical V-shape transfer curves for ambipolar transport clearly 
indicate in P-channel and N-channel measurements, respectively. Output characteristics from 
same CNP2V2TT single crystal device is shown in Fig 14. Both electron and hole transport are 
evident in the N-channel and P-channel measurements, respectively. Balanced ambipolar 
performance with electron mobility μe up to 0.13 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
 and hole mobility μh up to 0.085 cm
2
 
V
-1
 s
-1
 were achieved. 
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Fig. 13Transfercharacteristics of the single crystal FETThe channel width (W): 141μm and 
channel length (L): 30 μm). 
Fig. 14Output characteristics of the single crystal FET (Vg from -10 to -120 V and from 10 to 120 
V insteps of 10 V. The channel width (W): 141μm and channel length (L): 30 μm). 
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3.7 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have developed a high quality red luminescent (λmax = 645 nm) organic single crystal 
(CNP2V2TT), which exhibits aggregation induced emission (AIE) property with a very high PL 
quantum yield up to 37%. CNP2V2TT single crystal also exhibits optical waveguide edge emission. 
Cystallographic data indicates the existence of C-H···N hydrogen bonding change the common 
herringbone stacking motif to an uniaxially oriented molecular packing with slipped face to face 
intermolecular π-π stacking. On the other hand, introduction of cyano group into molecular skeleton can 
effectively lower the LUMO level and improve the electron injection behavior. Balanced ambipolar 
charge mobilities with μe up to 0.13 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
 and μh up to 0.085 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
 were achieved from the 
single crystal FET devices using Au and Ca as hole and electron injection electrodes, respectively. Our 
research demonstrates CNP2V2TT sing crystal is a promising highly emissive red-emitting material with 
confined emitting properties for optoelectronic and photonic applications. 
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Chapter 4 
ESIPT versus π-π stacking: in situ 
excited state molecular twisting upon 
pulsed laser excitation towards light 
amplification 
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4.1 Foreword 
Highly fluorescent organic molecular crystals, as novel gain media for optically pumped solid-state laser, 
have attracted extensive attention in recent years.
1
 Some crystals composed of highly fluorescent organic 
molecules could produce population inversion under pulsed laser excitation and exhibit amplified 
spontaneous emission (ASE).
2
Coupled with appropriate optical feedback mode such as Fabry–Pérot (FP) 
or Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM), optically pumped laser could be achieved.
3
For instance, Prof. 
Adachi‘s group reported p-distyrylbenzene (DSB) and its derivatives such as o-MSB and p-MSB. These 
compounds exhibit extremely high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield (φ f >85%) in both solution 
and solid states,meanwhile, low-threshold ASE (Eth<100 μJ/cm
-2
) was achieved.
4-5
Furthermore, Wang 
and colleagues developed 2-D WGM laser by using these crystalline materials.
6-8
However, most of 
organic compounds are highly emissive in the diluted solution while suffer aggregation-caused 
quenching (ACQ) effect, which makes it hard to produce population inversion in the solid state. 
On the other hand, studies found that structure features play a more decisive role than the PL quantum 
yield in the laser production. J. Gierschner and co-workers summarized organic single crystal laser from 
a materials view.
9, 2
 In reviews, Kasha‘s exciton model was modified through quantum-chemical 
calculation as an assistant to understand structure-property relationships towards laser production. Here, 
it should be noted that the traditional magic angle (54.7°), at which electrical dipole-dipole interaction 
becomes zero, is not suitable to the real solid state. According to the quantum-chemical calculation, only 
when the x-slip (along the long axis) is about 50%, J type aggregate could be achieved. 
To clarify the structure-property relationship towards the light amplification, a library of DSB-based 
materials without excited-state intramolecular proton transfer(ESIPT) property were studied.
2
The result 
suggests that light amplification could be produced from both H-aggregate (herringbone stack such as 
DSB, α-DSC) and J-aggregate except strong π-π overlap which normally causes suppression towards 
light amplification.
9
 For instance, the light amplification is suppressed in the H-aggregate with slipped 
face to face π-stack (the degree of slip is less than 50% along the molecular long axis) such as 
α-MOBDCS and α-DBDCS even these materials exhibit very high solid state PL quantum yield 
(φ f >40%). However, when the degree of slip is approaching to 50%, at which J-aggregate forms, the 
light amplification is allowed (such as α-MODCS).9, 10 Although the light amplification was normally 
observed from molecular stacking without strong π-π overlap, π-stack motif is an innegligible stacking 
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mode which easily forms in the molecule with conjugated structure. Thus, to explore the strategy of 
opening up the light amplification under highly efficient π-π stacking will widely broaden the pathway of 
designing the organic laser media. As the discussion above, we believe that development of organic 
molecular crystals which are in favourof population inversion is critical to overcome the impact of 
negative factors such as highly efficient π-π stacking and moderate PL quantum yield toward light 
amplification. 
4.2 Strategy 
ESIPT is a molecular phototautomerization process, which can be used to build an intrinsic four-level 
photocycle between enol form and keto form (E→E*→K*→K→…). Upon photoexcitation, ultra-fast 
ESIPT process (several ps) will be induced. Due to the proton transfer rate Kpt is normally faster than 
the fluorescence rate Kf. A large Stokes shifted keto emission without self-absorption and is easily to 
achieve population inversion between the keto excited state (K*) and the keto ground state (K) (see Fig. 
1).
11-19
 
 
Fig. 1Schematic diagram of ESIPT photocycle. 
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In general, the ESIPT process requires the introduction of intramolecular hydrogen bonding site to 
molecular skeleton. To this end, we select 2,7-Diamino[1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene 
(2NH2-BTBT) as a building block, two intramolecular hydrogen bonding sites (-OH∙∙∙N=C-) can be 
easily introduced through the Schiff-basereaction by reacting with 2-hydroxybenzaldehyde to give 
N,N′-disalicylidene-p-benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophenediamine (DSBTBT, see Scheme 1). 
 
Scheme. 1 Synthetic route of DSBTBT. 
4.3 Experiment section 
Crude product of (2,7-Diamino[1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene was synthesized referring to 
published procedures.N,N′-disalicylidene-p-benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophenediamine (DSBTBT) was 
synthesized by the Schiff base reaction. In details, a dry DMF solution (10 ml) containing 
2,7-Diamino[1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (100 mg, 0.37 mmol ) and salicyaldehyde (98 mg, 
0.8 mmol) was stirred and kept at 90 °C for 2 hours. The yellow precipitates were collected by filtration 
and washed by methanol. The product was further purified by three sublimations (26 mg, yield 15%). 
DSBTBT exhibits poor solubility in the commonly used organic solvent. Anal. Calcd for 
C28H18N2O2S2: C, 70.27; H, 3.79; N, 5.85; S, 14.42 Found: C, 70.15; H 3.79; N 5.95; S, 
14.47.TG/DTA measurement exhibits high thermo stability of DSBTBT (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2TG/DTA measurements of DSBTBT. 
Due to DSBTBT shows poor solubility. We make use of the physical vapor transport (PVT) method with 
ultrapure argon as the carrier gas to prepare the single crystal of DSBTBT. Thin platelet crystals were 
grown with a sublimation temperature (330℃) and growing temperature at (270 ℃ and 240 ℃ in 
order).  
Optical absorption spectrum in diluted solution was measured using Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrometer. 
We obtained absorption spectrum of DSBTBT crystal by transforming diffuse reflection spectrum of 
CNP2V2TT microcrystal doped BaSO4 film measured on the Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrometer coupled 
with an integrating sphere. Fluorescencespectra in the diluted state were measured on a JASCO FP-8300 
spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra in the solid state and absolute quantum efficiencies 
weremeasured by a photon-counting method using an integration sphere (C9920-2, Hamamatsu 
Co.,Japan). Singlecrystals were grown by a physicalvapor transport (PVT) method under argon gas 
atmosphereusing a separation temperature controller (AMF-9P-III, ASAHIRIKA). Single-crystal 
crystallographic data were collected on a Rigaku Saturn70 CCD diffractometer with 
graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ= 0.71075 Å) produced using a VariMax micro-focus X-ray 
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rotatinganode source at 113 K. PXRD measurements were performed at room T in air on a BRUKER D2 
PHASER.Elemental analysis was measured on J-SCIENCE Lab JM-10 and YANAKOHNS-ah/HSU-20 
in Research and Analytical Center for Giant Molecules, Tohoku University. The TGA analyses were 
performed on a SHIMADZU DTG-60H instrument at 10 °C min
-1
 under a nitrogen atmosphere. 
The FET transport characteristics were carried out inside a N2-filled glove box by using an 
Agilent Technology B1500A semiconductor parameter analyzer.The amplified spontaneous 
emission experiment was measure under single crystal state. The single crystal was pumped by dye 
laser. The 4,4'''-bis[(2-butyloctyl)oxy]-1,1':4',1'':4'',1'''- quaterphenyl was used with 460 nm output 
wavelength. 
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4.4 Optical properties 
DSBTBT exhibits very weak luminescence (φ f < 1%) in the diluted solution but enhanced emission 
with moderate quantum yield of about 25% in the single crystalline state.This type of enhanced emission 
phenomenon is commonly observed in the ESIPT-active compounds. In the diluted solution, cis-trans 
rotation is easy to take place. Long-life trans-keto photoproduct as quenching agent towards keto 
emission easily forms after ESIPT process (see Fig. 3). However, cis-trans rotation can be blocked by the 
tight molecular packing in the solid state and thus keto emission could efficiently occur.
20
 
 
Fig. 3 ESIPT process of the ESIPT-active molecule. 
Brighter fluorescence on the edge than the body can be observed under 365 nm UV light irradiation, 
suggesting optical waveguide property the crystal. These observations indicate that the photons emitted 
from molecules are highly confined inside the crystal and thus DSBTBT crystal is a possible candidate as 
the laser gain media. We measured the PL spectrum of the DSBTBT crystal by using the integrating 
sphere with Xe lamp (see Fig. 4). From the figure we can see that DSBTBT shows a single emission band 
around the wavelength of 575 nm upon the Xe lamp. 
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Fig. 4PL spectrum of DSBTBT crystal upon the irradiation of the Xe lamp. Inset: the photos of the 
DSBTBT single crystal and solution under 365 nm UV lamp. 
Here we should note that the proton transfer sites comprised of hydroxyl group as proton-donor 
andazomethine fragment as proton-acceptor are present in the structureof 
someortho-hydroxybenzaldehyde derivatives, namelySchiff bases. The general conclusion about Schiff 
baseESIPT-active molecule with two equivalent internal H-bonds is that the ESIPT process only 
localizes on one H-bond to create monoketo-tautomer.N,N‘-bis(salicylidene)-pphenylenediamine(p-BSP) 
is the most thoroughly studied Schiff base compound with two equivalent intramolecular proton 
transfer sites.The ESIPT process of p-BSP molecule is shown in the Fig. 5.
12, 17, 21-28 
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Fig. 5 The ESIPT process of p-BSP molecule. 
Obviously, DSBTBT is a new member of the Schiff base compounds with two equivalent intramolecular 
proton transfer sites. Thus, we should clarify the ESIPT process of the DSBTBT compound. DSBTBT 
shows linear molecular structure, which is highly similar with p-BSP. From the DFT calculation, we can 
see that DSBTBT and p-BSP have similar HOMO-LUMO energy arrangement (see Fig. 6).  
Fig. 6DFT calculation (Gaussian/6-311G basis) of HOMO/LUMO levels of p-BSP and DSBTBT. 
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Thus, the simplest way to clarify if the ESIPT localized on only one proton transfer site is to compare the 
absorption and emission properties of the DSBTBT and p-BSP. To this end, we measured the absorption 
and emission spectra of DSBTBT and p-BSP in the diluted solution (see Fig. 7-8).Due to DSBTBT and 
p-BSP show very weak fluorescence in the diluted solvent, both absorption curves show the offset of the 
baseline around 450 nm which are caused by the Raman scattering. Meanwhile, DSBTBT shows very 
poor solubility in the CCl4, the offset of baseline in the emission spectrum and noise in the absorption 
spectrum of DSBTBT are more obvious. 
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Fig. 7Absorption and emission spectra of p-BSP in the diluted CCl4. 
Fig. 8Absorption and emission spectra of DSBTBT in the diluted CCl4. 
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By the comparison of optical properties between p-BSP and DSBTBT, we can see that very large red 
Stokes shift in emission against absorption without self-absorption are observed in both DSBTBT and 
p-BSP cases. These observations suggest that ESIPT process conducts in both DSBTBT and p-BSP cases. 
In addition, DSBTBT shows comparable stokes shift with p-BSP, which indicates ESIPT process is only 
localized on the single proton transfer site. 
On the other hand, we optimized the molecular conformation of the keto form DSBTBT (single proton 
transfer) by using Gaussian/ DFT/B3LYP/6-311G basis set. Fig. 9 shows HOMO and LUMO of the keto 
form of DSBTBT. From the Fig.9we can find that on the HOMO, charge density only localized on the 
proton transfer site of the keto form.  
 
Fig. 9 HOMO and LUMO of the keto form of DSBTBT. 
Then we calculate the energy of the ground state (S0) and excited state (S1)by using Gaussian/ 
td=(nstates=6)/B3LYP/6-311G(d) basis set. The result is shown in the Table 1. From the table 1, we can 
get the theoretical fluorescence wavelength λfluorescenceis 536.39 nm, which matches well with the 
experimental data (λ fluorescence = 543 nm). Thus, theoretical calculation also demonstrates the ESIPT only 
localizes on the single proton transfer site. 
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Table. 1 Calculated energy of the ground state (S0) and excited state (S1) 
Energy of ground state and excited state 
 Energy Unit 
Excited state -2134.41096490 Hartree 
Ground state -2134.49590653 Hartree 
∆E 2.3114 eV 
Here we will introduce another property of the ESIPT-active compound. This property has been studied 
several decades ago. Upon photo excitation, ESIPT-active compound can induce the molecular 
geometrytwisting on K* excited state. Here we take 2-(2‘-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) as a 
example.
29
 According to the literature, the fluorescence spectrum of HBT in the chloroform at 400 ns 
delay time shows obvious red stokes shift comparing with the fluorescence spectrum at 0 delay time. 
This is due to upon the pulsed laser excitation, the moleculat twisting on the keto form induce a 
cis-keto2* state with a smaller energy gap. Upon the pulsed laser excitation, the double bond in the keto 
form will break and the nitrogen has some positive charge and oxygen has some negative charge. Thus, 
the bond rotation can be induced. As a result, with the increase the molecular twisting, the energy gap 
will proceed a small to large to small process.
29
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4.5 Structure studies 
To gain an insight into the structure features of DSBTBT, single crystal measurement was conducted. 
X-ray crystallography indicates monoclinic lattice with P21 space group. Cell parameters are: a = 
4.6508(3) Å, b = 36.431(2) Å, c = 6.3249(3) Å, β = 97.458(5)°and Z = 1. DSBTBT exhibits nearly planar 
molecular conformation and molecules form layer by layer stacking motif with highly oriented (along c 
axis) intralayer face to face π-π stacking. The substitution of -OH groups is effective for 
modifyingintermolecular interactions through three types of intermolecular O∙∙∙H–C hydrogen bonding. 
Driven by these hydrogen bonds, molecules are stacked in parallel manner within the same layer. 
Interestingly, all sulfur atoms contribute to intermolecular S-S non-bonded interactions. The distances of 
two types of S-S contacts are 3.365 Å and 3.375 Å, which are shorter than the sum of van der Waals 
radius of sulfur atoms (3.7 Å). Thus, DSBTBT crystal exhibits a highly anisotropic intermolecular 
interaction network through S-S contacts and π-π stacking (see Fig. 10). Fig. 11 shows powder XRD 
pattern of the DSBTBT crystalline powder. 
 
Fig. 10Single crystal structure of DSBTBT. 
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Fig. 11PXRD patterns of the predicting data based on single crystal (top) and the 
experimental data(bottom). 
Neighbouring molecules exhibit certain degree of slip along the molecular long axis. The degree of slip is 
much less than 50% (~13%). X-ray crystallographydefinitely suggests H-aggregate with highly efficient 
π-stack motif. In addition, DSBTBT single crystal shows moderate PL quantum yield. All these 
observation are normally considered to be the drawbacks for the light amplification. As a result, ESIPT 
property plays a key role in opening up the light amplification of DSBTBT crystal under the impact of 
these negative factors. 
Here we should note that DSBTBT should show anisotropic carrier transport according to the single 
crystal structure. To clarify the carrier transport behavior, we measured the field effect transistor based on 
the DSBTBT single crystal. However, the result shows that DSBTBT single crystal shows very low 
carrier transport behavior. One possible reason is that –OH groups show relatively large dipole moments, 
which can reduce the electric field applied by the gate voltage. 
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4.6 Amplifies spontaneous emission of DSBTBT single crystal 
To study the laser properties of DSBTBT crystal, ASE measurements were conducted. Fig. 12 shows 
ASE spectra of DSBTBT single crystal under different energy of pulsed laser excitation.  
Fig.12Comparison the PL spectra upon the irradiation of Xe lamp and pulsed laser excitation. 
A significant change could be observed between the PL spectrum measured by the integrating sphere 
with Xe lamp as the light source and the PL spectrum measured under pulsed laser excitation. A new 
emission band around 554 nm appeared upon low pumping energy besides the emission band around 575 
nm which was only observed in the PL spectrum measured by the integrating sphere. Here we consider 
that there are two possible reasons to induce the appearance of the new emission band around 554 nm. 
One is that two different emission bands may come from twovibronic modes of same cis-keto* excited 
state. In this case, pulsed laser excitation maybe activates some vibronic mode of excited state. Second 
possible reason is that two different emission bands come from different cis-keto* excited states. To 
clarify this, we measured the PL spectra by increasing the excitation energy. With the increase of 
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pumping density, the peak around 554 nm showed ~8 nm blue Stokes shift accompanied with the 
exponential growth of the main peak intensity and the narrowing of the full width at half 
maximum(FWHM), as shown in Fig. 13. However, the emission band around 575 nm only showed 
spontaneous emission and no obvious Stokes shift could be observed. This phenomenon is also can be 
clearly observed by normalizing the intensity of the spectra (see Fig. 14). 
 
Fig. 13PL spectra change with the increase of the pumping density. 
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Fig. 14 PL spectra change with normalized intensity and increase of the pumping density. 
The ASE threshold of DSBTBT crystal is estimated to be as low as 34 μJ/cm-2 and the FWHM reduces to 
around 4 nm above the ASE threshold (see Fig. 15). This result is comparable with those of organic 
crystal with very high PL quantum yield and without face to face π-stack motif. 
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Fig. 15ASE spectra with the increase of the pumping density (a). The intensity change of the PL 
with the increase of the pumping density (b). 
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4.7Mechanism study 
From the introduction we have known that several cis-keto* excited states may arise from ESIPT 
processes with different molecular geometries (planar or twisting) upon pulsed laser excitation. As a 
result, Stokes shift of emission band may be induced with the increase of the pumping density. For 
instance, in both solution state (such as o-LHBDI) and molecular packing without face to face π-π 
stacking (such as HPI-Ac), obvious red Stokes shift of emission band were observed with the increase of 
pumping energy, which could be attributed to the geometry twisting of cis-keto* excited state.
30-31
 
In particular, a case showed a wavelength tunable laser based on 2-(2‘-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole 
(HBT)microwire by modulating molecular geometries (planar or twisting) upon different pumping 
energy.
32
 
Coming back to DSBTBT case, if two emission bands upon pulsed laser excitation come from different 
vibronic bands of the same cis-keto* excited state, the emission band around 575 nm should also exhibit 
some Stokes shift. Thus, two emission bands should come from two different cis-keto* excited 
states.The blue Stokes shift of the emission in the solid state of DSBTBT against thesolution indicate 
cis-keto2* with twisting molecular conformation should has largerenergy gap than the cis-keto1* with 
coplanar molecular conformation. Is that true? Bycomparing the emission property of the HBT, 
o-LHBDI, HPI-Ac with DSBTBT, wecan find that the direction of the Stokes shift with the increase of 
the pumping densityis opposite. From the discussion above, we know that ESIPT should localize on 
thesingle intramolecular hydrogen bonding site. To clarify the phenomenon of theopposite stokes shift, 
we calculated the relative energy of S0 to S1 in both HBT 
andsalicylidene-p-benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophenediamine (SBTBT) cases at differentrotation angle 
by time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) (see Fig. 16-17) 
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Fig. 16Relationship between relative energy of S0-S1 calculated by 
Gaussion/TD-DFT/6-311G and rotation angle of HBT keto form. 
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Fig. 17 Relationship between relative energy of S0-S1 calculated by Gaussion/TD-DFT/6-311G and 
rotation angle of SBTBT in keto form. 
From the calculation of HBT and SBTBT cases, we can find that the relative energy of S0-S1 firstly 
decreases with the increase of twisting angle from 0° to 90° at which the relative energy of S0-S1 is lowest. 
After that, the relative energy of S0-S1 increases with the increase of twisting angle. Due to the 
intermolecular interaction is intense in the singe crystal and the DSBTBT shows nearly planar molecular 
conformation in the single crystal,the relative energy of S0-S1 should decrease with the increase of the 
twisting angle. Thus, the molecular twisting should induce the red Stokes shift.  
According to the discussion in the chapter 3, we know that the optical properties of the crystal are 
determined by the molecular conformation and intermolecular interaction. From theoretical calculation, 
we demonstrate that the molecular geometry twisting should induce the decrease of the energy gap 
between the S0 and S1, which could not support the blue Stokes shift in emission spectrum. Thus, the blue 
Stokes shift in the emission spectrum should be determined by the intermolecular interactions. To clarify 
this, we compare the optical properties of DSBTBT with HBT and HPI-Ac.
31-32
 HBT and HPI-Ac show 
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weak intermolecular interactions in the single crystal. In HBT case, the absorption of the solution shows 
slight blue shifts against the absorption of the solid. On the contrary, the emission of the solution shows 
slight red shift against the emission of the solid. The similar phenomenon can be observed in the HPI-Ac 
case. 
Fig. 18 Optical properties of DSBTBT. 
Fig.18 shows optical properties of DSBTBT. DSBTBT single crystal structure clearly demonstrates the 
strong π-π overlap. As a result, the optical properties of DSBTBT exhibit significant difference by 
comparing with HBT and HPI-Ac. In DSBTBT case, the absorption spectrum of solution shows slight 
blue Stokes shift against that of solid. On the contrary, the emission spectrum of solid shows obvious red 
shift against that of solution, which can be attributed to the strong π-π overlap. From the Fig. 19, we can 
see that the wavelength of absorption centered around 543 nm. The wavelength of the emission centered 
at 575 nm. Then, we check the Fig. 13. The novel emission band appearing around 554 nm locates 
between the 543 nm and 575 nm,suggesting the decrease of the π-π overlap. 
From the chapter 3, we know that the strong π-π overlap will induce the large red Stokes shifted and 
unstructured excimer-like emission. However, these examples are based on the molecule without ESIPT 
properties. In the ESIPT compound, ESIPT process also induces the large red Stokes shifted and 
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unstructured emission. Thus, we should clarify that the decrease of the π-π overlap will really induce the 
blue Stokes shifted emission based on the ESIPT-active compound. One possible way is to introduce 
some substitution groups such as –CH3 and –OCH3. There are two points: 1. The introduction of –CH3 
and –OCH3 will not induce the obvious change on the energy gap of the molecule. 2. The introduction of 
substitution groups may induce the molecular twisting and reduce the intermolecularπ-π overlap. Then 
we introduce the –CH3 and –OCH3 groups into the DSBTBT on the Para position (see Fig. 19). From the 
Fig. 19, we can find that three compounds show similar yellow luminescence in the solid state. Due to 
three molecules have similar HOMO-LUMO energy gap. Thus, three compounds should have similar 
molecular stacking motif. As a result, we can conclude that the introduction of the substitution groups 
will not induce the obvious decrease in the intermolecularπ-π overlap.  
 
Fig. 19 Substitution effect of DSBTBT. 
In 2014, the effect of the substitution groups to the p-BSP was studied by C. Niu et al.
33
 According to the 
literature, the introduction of –OCH3groups induce the obvious blue Stokes shift on the emission color 
from yellow to green. From the single crystal structure, we can find that the introduction of 
–OCH3groupsinduce the molecular twisting and reduce the strong intermolecular π-π overlap. Thus, the 
results demonstrate that even for the ESIPT molecules, strong π-π overlap will also induce the red 
Stokes shift in the emission spectrum of the solid against that of the solution (see Fig. 20). 
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Fig. 20 Substitution effect of p-BSP. 
From the discussion above, we can conclude that the emission band around 574 nm is assigned to the 
cis-keto1* excited state, at which the molecular geometry is nearly planar. In cis-keto1* excited state, 
molecules suffer strong face to face π-π stacking and thus the light amplification is suppressed. The 
twisting of molecular geometry is induced upon the pulsed laser excitation, which efficiently changes the 
molecular symmetry and conjugated structure, meanwhileminimizes the intermolecular π-π overlap. 
Thus, the light amplification is allowed in the cis-keto2* excited state. Here we think that certain degree 
(~13%) of slip between the neighboring molecules should also play a key role of minimizing the 
intermolecular interaction and providing the space to the geometry twisting. Due to highly efficient face 
to face π-π stacking, only partial molecules arise the geometry twisting. As a result, two emission bands 
could be observed and only the emission coming from twisted cis-keto2* excited state exhibits ASE 
performance (see Fig. 21). 
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Fig. 21Proposed mechanism. 
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4.8 Conclusion 
In summary, Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) was realized based on a novel ESIPT-active single 
crystal N,N′-disalicylidene-p-benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophenediamine (DSBTBT). Although 
DSBTBT single crystal exhibits highly efficient face to face π-π stacking and moderate PL quantum yield 
which are normally thought as drawbacks toward the light amplification, low ASE threshold of as low as 
34 μJ/cm-2 was achieved. These results suggest the promising potential of DSBTBT crystal as gain media 
for the organic laser. DSBTBT crystal exhibits two keto excited states: cis-keto1* at which molecular 
conformation is nearly planar and twisted cis-keto2* induced upon the pulsed laser excitation. In 
particular, ASE was only observed from twisted cis-keto2* excited sate, which can be attributed to the 
barrier of π-π stacking was broken through the molecular geometry twisting. Thus, our work emphasizes 
the ESIPT as a key to open up the light amplification under highly efficient π-π stacking and moderate PL 
quantum yield. Meanwhile, new strategy and mechanism are proposed in order to simplify the impact 
factors and broaden the pathway of designing organic gain media for optically pumped solid-state laser. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary 
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As the discussion in the chapter 1, most of organic materials suffer aggregation caused quenching 
(ACQ) effect in the solid state, which significantly restrict the development of organic solid materials 
on the optoelectronic applications. The purpose of this research is to introduce some strategies to avoid 
the ACQ effect and achieve the high solid state luminescence. In this work, three types of novel 
molecular crystals which exhibit high solid state fluorescence were developed based on two strategies: 
1. Doping some guest molecules inside the host crystal; 2. Designing the molecule which shows the 
aggregation induced emission (AIE) property. 
In the first work, a DPh-BTBT/P2V2TT host/guest co-single crystal was developed. The similar 
molecular structure and size between host and guestsuccessfully avoid the lattice mismatch in growing 
the co-single crystal.By doping some guest molecules into the host crystal, the aggregation-caused 
quenching (ACQ) effect was improved and the PL quantum yield was enhanced from 18% of host crystal 
to 30±3% of co-crystal. Moreover, the optical waveguide edge emission was retained due to well defined 
transition dipole alignment between host and guest. Moreover, the optical waveguide edge emission was 
retained due to well defined transition dipole alignment between host and guest. However, the host 
crystal only shows unipolar P-type field-effect transistor (FET) performance. Thus, the design of the 
molecule which has much lower LUMO level in order to realize the ambipolar carrier transport 
behavior.To this end, we tried to introduce the strong withdrawing electron groups in order to lower the 
LUMO level in the second work. 
In the second work, a highly emissive red luminescent single crystal (CNP2V2TT) which shows 
aggregation induced emission (AIE)
4
 and optical waveguide edge emission has been prepared by the 
physical vapor transport (PVT) method. The fluorescence quantum efficiency of crystal is up to 37%. 
Cystallographic data indicate highly efficient face-to-face π-π stacking forms by the hydrogen bonding 
network among CNP2V2TT molecules. The single crystal FET devices were fabricated using Au and Ca 
as hole and electron injection electrodes. The molecular design, introducing cyano groups into molecular 
skeleton, effectively lower the LUMO level and achieve well-balanced ambipolar electron (0.13 cm
2
 V
-1
 
s
-1
) and hole (0.085 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
) mobilities. 
In the third work, an excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)-active compound was 
developed based on benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophen (BTBT) unit (DSBTBT).DSBTBT single crystal 
shows highly efficient face to face π-π overlap and moderate PL quantum yield about 25%, which are 
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normally regarded as the drawbacks for the light amplification. Upon the normal Xe lamp, the single 
crystal exhibits single band emission. However, a novel emission band could be observed upon the 
pulsed laser excitation, which could be attributed to the molecular twisting on the cis-keto* excited state. 
As a result, the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) with the threshold as low as 34 μJ/cm2was 
realized. Our work emphasizes the ESIPT as a key to open up the light amplification under strong π-π 
overlap and moderate PL quantum yield. 
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Appendix 
NMR data 
DPh-BTBT in CDCl3 
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P2V2TT in CDCl3 
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Crystal data 
CNP2V2TT 
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Table 1 Crystallographic data ofCNP2V2TT 
 
 CNP2V2TT 
Empirical formula  C24 H14 N2 S2 
Formula weight  394.49 
Crystal size (mm) 0.12 x 0.05 x 0.01  
Temperature (K) 93 
Wavelength/ Å 0.71075 (Mo-Kα) 
Crystal system  Triclinic 
Space group  P-1 
a (Å) 3.832(5) 
b (Å) 5.947(6) 
c (Å) 20.569(19) 
α(º) 
β(º) 
76.44(5) 
84.88(5) 
γ(º) 
Volume (Å
3
) 
84.96(4) 
452.8(8) 
Z 1 
D(calc.) (gcm
-3
) 1.447 
F(000) 204 
Total reflections 2009 
Unique reflections 1039 
Refined parameters 127 
Goodness of fit 1.038 
R, wR2 [I > 2 (I)] 0.0903, 0.2351 
R, wR2 (all data) 0.1321, 0.2682 
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Table 2Bond distanceofCNP2V2TT 
Bond Distance/Å 
S(1)-C(12) 1.732 
S(1)-C(10) 1.751 
C(10)-C(11) 1.385 
C(11)-C(12) 1.391 
C(12)-C(12) 1.402. 
C(9)-C(10) 1.438 
C(9)-C(7) 1.374 
C(7)-C(8) 1.425 
C(6)-C(7) 1.489 
C(5)-C(6) 1.406 
C(4)-C(5) 1.379 
C(3)-C(4) 1.407 
C(3)-C(2) 1.388 
C(1)-C(2) 1.383 
C(1)-C(6) 1.417 
C(7)-C(8) 1.425 
C(8)-N(1) 1.160 
C(1)-H(1) 0.950 
C(2)-H(2) 0.950 
C(3)-H(3) 0.949 
C(4)-H(4) 0.950 
C(5)-H(5) 0.950 
C(9)-H(9) 0.950 
C(11)-H(11) 0.950 
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Table 3AngleofCNP2V2TT 
 
Angle Degree/ ° 
C(12)-S(1)-C(12) 91.07 
C(12)-C(12)-S(1) 111.10 
C(11)-C(10)-S(1) 111.57 
C(12)-C(12)-C(11) 113.43 
C(12)-C(11)-C(10) 112.79 
S(1)-C(10)-C(9) 126.37 
C(11)-C(10)-C(9) 122.04 
C(12)-C(11)-H(11) 123.50 
C(10)-C(9)-H(9) 114.85 
C(10)-C(9)-C(7) 130.33 
N(1)-C(8)-C(7) 177.54 
C(9)-C(7)-C(8) 119.82 
C(9)-C(7)-C(6) 123.58 
C(7)-C(6)-C(1) 119.98 
C(1)-C(6)-C(5) 117.23 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 121.55 
C(2)-C(1)-C(6) 120.87 
C(1)-C(2)-C(3) 121.25 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 118.52 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 120.51 
C(6)-C(1)-H(1) 119.59 
C(1)-C(2)-H(2) 119.38 
C(2)-C(3)-H(3) 120.77 
C(3)-C(4)-H(4) 119.73 
C(4)-C(5)-H(5) 119.24 
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DSBTBT 
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Table 1 Crystallographic data ofDSBTBT 
 
 DSBTBT 
Empirical formula  C28 H18 N2O2S2 
Formula weight  478.56 
Crystal size (mm) 0.217 x 0.067 x 0.010 
Temperature (K) 113 
Wavelength/ Å 0.71075 (Mo-Kα) 
Crystal system  Monoclinic 
Space group  P 21 
a (Å) 4.6508(3) 
b (Å) 36.431(2) 
c (Å) 6.3249(3) 
Volume (Å
3
) 1062.59(10) 
Z 2 
D(calc.) (gcm
-3
) 1.496 
F(000) 496 
Total reflections 5634 
Unique reflections 5199 
Refined parameters 307 
Goodness of fit 1.049 
Flack parameter 0.14(8) 
R, wR2 [I > 2 (I)] 0.0877, 0.2045 
R, wR2 (all data) 0.0935, 0.2070 
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Table 2Bond distanceofDSBTBT 
 
Bond Distance/Å 
S(1)-C(15) 1.744 
S(1)-C(8) 1.749 
C(15)-C(14) 1.379 
C(14)-C(13) 1.428 
C(13)-C(8) 1.423 
C(8)-C(9) 1.385 
C(13)-C(12) 1.394 
C(12)-C(11) 1.381 
C(11)-C(10) 1.422 
C(10)-C(9) 1.388 
C(9)-C(8) 1.385 
C(10)-N(1) 1.419 
N(1)-C(7) 1.290 
C(7)-C(6) 1.450 
C(1)-C(6) 1.418 
C(1)-C(2) 1.394 
C(2)-N(3) 1.381 
C(3)-H(4) 1.385 
C(4)-C(5) 1.393 
C(5)-C(6) 1.399 
C(1)-O(1) 1.358 
H(1)-O(1) 0.821 
C(2)-H(2) 0.930 
C(3)-H(3) 0.931 
C(4-12)-H(4-12) 0.930 
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Table 3AngleofDSBTBT 
 
Angle Degree/ ° 
C(15)-S(1)-C(8) 90.76 
C(14)-C(15)-S(1) 112.62 
C(15)-C(14)-C(13) 113.59 
C(14)-C(13)-C(8) 110.81 
C(13)-C(8)-S(1) 112.18 
C(13)-C(8)-C(9) 122.26 
C(8)-C(13)-C(12) 117.82 
C(13)-C(12)-C(11) 121.30 
C(12)-C(11)-C(10) 119.78 
C(11)-C(10)-C(9) 120.24 
C(10)-C(9)-C(8) 118.49 
C(9)-C(10)-N(1) 115.89 
C(10)-N(1)-C(7) 121.57 
N(1)-C(7)-C(6) 122.06 
C(7)-C(6)-C(1) 121.53 
C(5)-C(6)-C(1) 119.15 
C(6)-C(1)-C(2) 119.14 
C(1)-C(2)-C(3) 120.60 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 120.79 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 119.34 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 120.79 
C(13)-C(12)-H(12) 119.28 
C(12)-C(11)-H(11) 120.14 
C(8)-C(9)-H(9) 120.81 
N(1)-C(7)-H(7) 119.09 
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H(1)-O(1)-C(7) 109.53 
O(1)-C(1)-C(6) 121.11 
C(1)-C(2)-H(2) 119.66 
C(2)-C(3)-H(3) 119.58 
C(3)-C(4)-H(4) 120.35 
C(4)-C(5)-H(5) 119.54 
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Theoretical calculation 
The geometry optimization of monomer was performed by Gaussian/DFT/B3LYP/6-311G basis set. 
Total Electron Energies and Cartesian Coordinates  
 
DPh-BTBT 
SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -1796.77885818 A.U. 
Atom 
Coordinates (Angstroms) 
X          Y           Z 
C -0.064173    0.002580   -0.244404 
C 0.029300   -0.003060    1.170415 
C 1.396127   -0.002530    1.601940 
C 2.342827   -0.002530    0.612811 
C 3.803127    0.002580    2.459154 
C 3.709654   -0.003060    1.044336 
S 2.147447   -0.002063    3.259462 
S 1.591507   -0.002063   -1.044711 
C -2.474287   -0.005612   -0.154222 
C -2.387233   -0.010596    1.257845 
H -3.298648    0.010946    1.838907 
C 6.126188   -0.010596    0.956906 
H 7.037602    0.010946    0.375843 
C 6.213241   -0.005612    2.368973 
C 4.902382   -0.009277    0.300913 
C -1.285619    0.000371   -0.903657 
C -1.163428   -0.009277    1.913837 
C 5.024573    0.000371    3.118408 
H -1.326820   -0.022788   -1.983531 
H -1.125481   -0.004027    2.995017 
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H 5.065774   -0.022788    4.198282 
H 4.864435   -0.004027   -0.780266 
C -3.795542   -0.005122   -0.834418 
C -4.016409    0.773049   -1.985955 
C -4.860820   -0.782935   -0.343684 
C -5.257080    0.772102   -2.624673 
H -3.221059    1.401364   -2.364279 
C -6.101827   -0.782069   -0.981766 
H -4.706737   -1.409270    0.524785 
C -6.305521   -0.005124   -2.125288 
H -5.407262    1.384207   -3.504206 
H -6.904892   -1.393653   -0.592020 
H -7.267612   -0.004968   -2.619745 
C 7.534496   -0.005122    3.049169 
C 7.755363    0.773049    4.200706 
C 8.599774   -0.782935    2.558435 
C 8.996034    0.772102    4.839424 
H 6.960014    1.401364    4.579030 
C 9.840782   -0.782069    3.196517 
H 8.445691   -1.409270    1.689966 
C 10.044475   -0.005124    4.340039 
H 9.146216    1.384207    5.718957 
H 10.643847   -1.393653    2.806771 
H 11.006566   -0.004968    4.834496 
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P2V2TT 
SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -1644.29908063 A.U. 
Atom 
Coordinates (Angstroms) 
X    Y           Z 
C -0.047597    0.018125   -0.195186 
C -0.020874    0.017951    1.183997 
C 1.286746    0.018110    1.723041 
C 2.321412    0.018409    0.802317 
C 3.655755    0.018327    2.720544 
C 3.629032    0.018525    1.341361 
H -0.924804    0.017710    1.774662 
H 4.532962    0.018750    0.750696 
S 1.940149    0.017960    3.410126 
S 1.668009    0.018528   -0.884767 
C 4.816441    0.018374    3.567068 
H 5.753288    0.018758    3.018217 
C -1.208282    0.018017   -1.041710 
H -2.145130    0.017699   -0.492859 
C -1.226610    0.018252   -2.394952 
H -0.276420    0.018561   -2.920977 
C 4.834769    0.018009    4.920310 
H 3.884580    0.017654    5.446335 
C 6.011520    0.018073    5.789553 
C 7.338234    0.018464    5.306407 
C 5.821437    0.017747    7.187541 
C 8.419075    0.018542    6.183807 
H 7.526303    0.018691    4.241271 
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C 6.904600    0.017820    8.065458 
H 4.812200    0.017435    7.580313 
C 8.210005    0.018226    7.568230 
H 9.427190    0.018843    5.790577 
H 6.730571    0.017563    9.133325 
H 9.052782    0.018294    8.246231 
C -2.403360    0.018156   -3.264197 
C -3.730075    0.017861   -2.781051 
C -2.213276    0.018382   -4.662184 
C -4.810915    0.017811   -3.658452 
H -3.918144    0.017662   -1.715915 
C -3.296438    0.018326   -5.540102 
H -1.204039    0.018598   -5.054955 
C -4.601843    0.018047   -5.042875 
H -5.819030    0.017585   -3.265223 
H -3.122409    0.018499   -6.607969 
H -5.444620    0.018015   -5.720877 
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CNP2V2TT 
SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -1828.75636851 A.U. 
Atom 
Coordinates (Angstroms) 
X           Y          Z 
C -1.726100    1.595696   -0.005952 
C -1.805592    0.211483   -0.006560 
C -0.550143   -0.424834   -0.008202 
C 0.550143    0.424834   -0.008203 
C 1.726100   -1.595696   -0.005951 
C 1.805592   -0.211483   -0.006560 
H -2.753201   -0.306189   -0.006357 
H 2.753201    0.306189   -0.006357 
S -0.034723   -2.154080   -0.005287 
S 0.034723    2.154080   -0.005289 
C 2.861964   -2.465033   -0.007472 
H 3.800037   -1.921236   -0.012051 
C -2.861964    2.465033   -0.007473 
H -3.800037    1.921235   -0.012052 
C -2.964666    3.828093    0.013892 
C 2.964666   -3.828093    0.013894 
C 4.277383   -4.526375   -0.022573 
C 5.404192   -3.936710   -0.628198 
C 4.420704   -5.804039    0.551811 
C 6.635519   -4.589719   -0.630988 
H 5.313382   -2.981813   -1.127331 
C 5.653738   -6.455203    0.545644 
H 3.566061   -6.283157    1.009256 
C 6.767989   -5.850204   -0.040862 
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H 7.486611   -4.122304   -1.107811 
H 5.742385   -7.433468    0.998322 
H 7.723123   -6.357326   -0.048682 
C -4.277383    4.526375   -0.022574 
C -5.404192    3.936711   -0.628199 
C -4.420703    5.804039    0.551811 
C -6.635519    4.589719   -0.630988 
H -5.313383    2.981814   -1.127333 
C -5.653738    6.455203    0.545644 
H -3.566061    6.283156    1.009256 
C -6.767989    5.850205   -0.040862 
H -7.486611    4.122305   -1.107811 
H -5.742385    7.433468    0.998324 
H -7.723123    6.357326   -0.048680 
C 1.808391   -4.664551    0.093226 
N 0.889468   -5.384599    0.161258 
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DSBTBT (Enol form) 
SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -2134.11219276 A.U. 
Atom 
Coordinates (Angstroms) 
X          Y           Z 
S 0.943907   -1.907334   -0.427223 
S -0.943905    1.907335    0.427219 
O 7.798340   -1.832683    0.624424 
O -7.798355    1.832664   -0.624492 
N -5.887738    0.135295   -0.122508 
N 5.887740   -0.135293    0.122504 
C 2.617419    1.663703    0.471351 
H 2.236174    2.645212    0.719144 
C 1.723776    0.615511    0.187559 
C -4.503236   -0.153957   -0.143841 
C -3.624492    0.909054    0.114783 
H -4.031115    1.886699    0.328215 
C -2.617417   -1.663701   -0.471355 
H -2.236172   -2.645210   -0.719148 
C 2.259875   -0.667420   -0.101728 
C 3.985742    1.434311    0.450120 
H 4.663254    2.237281    0.704250 
C -1.723774   -0.615509   -0.187563 
C 4.503237    0.153959    0.143836 
C -0.292503   -0.601210   -0.149400 
C 8.208402   -0.433395    0.158346 
C 0.292505    0.601211    0.149395 
C 3.624494   -0.909053   -0.114788 
H 4.031117   -1.886698   -0.328219 
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C -6.796597   -0.741365    0.202761 
H -6.521095   -1.743791    0.538486 
C 8.208403    0.433397   -0.158342 
C 9.162041    1.406534   -0.531308 
H 8.813023    2.381963   -0.848664 
C 6.796599    0.741367   -0.202764 
H 6.521099    1.743797   -0.538479 
C -3.985740   -1.434310   -0.450124 
H -4.663252   -2.237279   -0.704254 
C -8.669629    0.848052   -0.255263 
C -10.043141    1.120216   -0.289687 
H -10.359071    2.102310   -0.609197 
C -9.162035   -1.406525    0.531348 
H -8.813012   -2.381946    0.848720 
C 8.669623   -0.848060    0.255245 
C -10.520867   -1.131673    0.495200 
H -11.239198   -1.886301    0.782282 
C 10.043134   -1.120223    0.289690 
H 10.359058   -2.102325    0.609182 
C -2.259873    0.667422    0.101724 
C 10.520873    1.131682   -0.495142 
H 11.239209    1.886317   -0.782196 
C 10.956135   -0.140185   -0.081269 
H 12.014762   -0.361244   -0.050687 
C -10.956136    0.140186    0.081309 
H -12.014763    0.361245    0.050741 
H 6.857991   -1.482299    0.542476 
H -6.858004    1.482275   -0.542574 
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DSBTBT (Keto form) 
SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -2134.11065715 A.U. 
Atom 
Coordinates (Angstroms) 
X          Y           Z 
S -1.810893    2.276594    0.119338 
S -3.737184    6.134430    0.622062 
O 4.878252    2.288189    0.470554 
O -10.596593    5.889538   -0.346896 
N -8.664022    4.264164    0.288778 
C -0.170001    5.932117    0.646838 
H -0.556949    6.931955    0.788830 
C -1.056893    4.853615    0.482869 
C -7.276667    3.988958    0.282273 
C -6.408296    5.081344    0.430858 
H -6.824558    6.070406    0.553948 
C -5.375696    2.475530    0.082958 
H -4.985195    1.479008   -0.073767 
C -0.508783    3.555222    0.312314 
C 1.200699    5.718535    0.637658 
H 1.861516    6.559786    0.785819 
C -4.492210    3.555711    0.257851 
C 1.725793    4.420332    0.456949 
C -3.061147    3.590064    0.281325 
C -10.975932    3.699596    0.641065 
C -2.487961    4.821782    0.458898 
C 0.858314    3.328289    0.296870 
H 1.261997    2.334878    0.158511 
C -9.560709    3.411522    0.700866 
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H -9.271662    2.446836    1.124295 
C 5.462310    4.623209    0.391326 
C 6.510547    5.598499    0.341920 
H 6.240684    6.648401    0.311450 
C 4.124291    5.028233    0.395095 
H 3.886822    6.083943    0.354523 
C -6.746339    2.691149    0.094305 
H -7.415898    1.860094   -0.076619 
C -11.454210    4.933810    0.117651 
C -12.830774    5.188158    0.071448 
H -13.159934    6.134112   -0.332538 
C -11.915998    2.754563    1.109069 
H -11.553829    1.815464    1.510220 
C 5.798933    3.197632    0.430251 
C -13.277892    3.011535    1.060527 
H -13.985833    2.278892    1.420969 
C 7.196466    2.859556    0.420259 
H 7.443110    1.807995    0.450311 
C -5.041223    4.854321    0.428308 
C 7.826721    5.221521    0.334230 
H 8.613198    5.961850    0.298041 
C 8.161810    3.831680    0.374504 
H 9.206659    3.546873    0.368216 
C -13.730030    4.236548    0.537650 
H -14.791182    4.443400    0.496908 
H -9.651961    5.557220   -0.242259 
H 3.456534    3.167677    0.453450 
N 3.108780    4.153469    0.436907 
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Single point and time-dependent density functional theory(TDDFT) calculations wereperformed at the 
same level (B3LYP/6-311G basis set). 
Relative energy of S0-S1  
 
HBT (Keto form) 
 
Twisting angle/ ° Relative energy of S0-S1/ eV 
0 3.0574 
5 3.0428 
10 2.9987 
15 2.9275 
20 2.8312 
25 2.7236 
30 2.6112 
35 2.4988 
40 2.3869 
45 2.2726 
50 2.1517 
55 2.0193 
60 1.8711 
65 1.7045 
70 1.5195 
75 1.3193 
80 1.1135 
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85 0.9307 
90 0.8440 
95 0.9200 
100 1.0989 
105 1.3044 
110 1.5053 
115 1.6907 
120 1.8553 
 
SBTBT (Keto form) 
 
Twisting angle/ ° Relative energy of S0-S1/ eV 
0 -2.8184 
5 2.8061 
10 2.7657 
15 2.6995 
20 2.6134 
25 2.5155 
30 2.4112 
35 2.3069 
40 2.2001 
45 2.0899 
50 1.9731 
55 1.8463 
60 1.705 
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65 1.5444 
70 1.358 
75 1.1373 
80 0.8704 
85 0.5326 
90 0.0666 
95 0.5881 
100 0.937 
105 1.2259 
110 1.4742 
115 1.6895 
120 1.8754 
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